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Meet the Staff

Robert enjoys conversing 

about all things alternative 

and metaphysical.  

A self-confessed smoothie 

addict, he enjoys making 

raw chocolate and waxing 

lyrical about composting. 

Anne is the fount of all 

knowledge in the office and 

is super organised! Outside 

of work, Anne can be found 

volunteering with local 

charities, knitting marvellous 

jumpers or baking cakes.

Sue has worked at HSC for 

many years and what she 

doesn’t know about bottles 

and caps isn’t worth knowing. 

In her spare time she enjoys 

spending time with her 

grandchildren and gardening. 

Denise is responsible for 

answering  customer 

enquiries and packing up your 

parcels. Outside of work, 

Denise loves spending time 

with her two grandsons and 

working on her cross-stitch. 

Alan is our resident 

computer geek and the 

brains behind our website 

and database software. 

When he’s not in the office, 

he is usually off somewhere 

looking for the next wave 

to surf.

Sally worked for us 10 years 

ago and then moved away. 

She is now back in Norfolk 

and recently started working 

one day a week again for 

HSC. She obviously couldn’t 

keep away! It’s nice to have 

her back.

Ben’s artistic flair has found 

its outlet in the creation of 

our product photographs 

and banners for the 

website. He is the busy 

father of three children, 

but occasionally finds time 

to create amazing clay 

sculptures.

From negotiating with 

suppliers to charming every 

customer he speaks with, 

Mark is the ultimate office 

multi-tasker. When he’s 

not dealing with bottles 

and tablets, he enjoys 

heading to London to cheer 

on his favourite team, 

Arsenal.

Robert Anne Sue Denise 

Sandra is the resident office 

homeopath, as well as a 

flower remedy practitioner 

and reiki practitioner. In her 

spare time she enjoys baking 

- Ben and Mark are more 

than happy to product test 

her creations!

Sandra

AlanSally Ben Mark

tel: 01263 588788 | hsconline.co.uk
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Welcome to the  
latest edition of  
the HSC catalogue

Welcome.

For anyone who is new to us, you will find that our 

business is not only about sharing products which we 

have found useful, but also about sharing life enhancing 

ideas. We have some exciting new products in this 

edition, including WaveWall anti-radiation phone cases, 

SkinGenius skincare and Earth Conscious deodorant, along 

with several new books, DVDs and Miracle Cards. 

And now the philosophical bit...

I was wondering where to begin, so I pulled a card from the 

box of Wisdom from A Course in Miracles texts: 

‘Can you imagine what it means to have no 

cares, no worries, no anxieties, but merely to be 

perfectly calm and quiet all the time?’

It felt like the perfect theme to explore. I then went 

online to access our website and it wouldn’t load the 

page. After quite a lot of frustration and investigation, I 

finally discovered it wasn’t a website problem, but rather a 

computer problem. I like the idea that everything happens 

for a reason and that things are always working out, but 

as we all know there can be incredible frustration in the 

moment when we cannot see what is unfolding.

I have spent my whole life investigating and exploring 

psychological and spiritual understandings in a quest to 

achieve a state of feeling ‘calm and quiet all the time’. 

What has become clearer is that this ‘Holy Grail’ is a 

journey rather than a destination. Over the last year this 

understanding has become clearer as I have been spending 

time with Ian Watson (www.theinsightspace.com). His 

work now focuses on sharing his understanding of The 

Three Principles of Mind, Consciousness and Thought. 

A principle is something that is fundamental to life and, 

like Ian, I can see how the 3Ps underpin everything that 

I have ever investigated be it homeopathy or spirituality. 

If you are interested, www.threeprinciples.org gives a 

background.

The nature of life in our human reality is specific and 

individual to each of us, but beyond our ego there is a 

Universal wisdom to which we are all connected. When 

we do quiet our minds, then we receive the guidance 

that maintains the loving nature that is innate to us all. 

That connection enables us to be resilient in the most 

difficult times – in the end we can only look after our own 

well-being and that comes from knowing there is nothing 

wrong with us. Everybody is always doing the best they 

can wherever they are and the unconditional acceptance 

we offer to others is a gift to ourselves.

It seems to me that the success of HSC is grounded in 

treating our customers and our suppliers with the respect 

that we desire in our own lives.

If you have read this far, then congratulations – I’ve 

enjoyed writing it! Anyone who is interested and would 

like to chat, then just email me robert@robertEbarker.

com and we can arrange a call.

Thank you all for being our customers – we wouldn’t be 

here as a business without you.

Free delivery on all orders over £25



Palmarosa &  

Vetiver Hand Cream

AAHC 

£13 250ml

Palmarosa &  

Vetiver Hand Soap

AAHS 

£13 300ml
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tel: 01263 588788 | hsconline.co.uk

Austin Austin  

Introducing Austin Austin, a sister company to Kingfisher Natural Toothpaste.

A new collection for hands, hair and body, certified Organic by the Soil 

Association. Founded by Bessie Austin & Richard Austin, daughter and father 

from Norfolk. A young, independent company backed by over 45 years of 

experience running green businesses.

 Certified Organic by the Soil Association  

and COSMOS

 No GM ingredients, SLS, silicones, parabens, 

mineral oils, artificial colours or fragrances

 Working with fine artists to create aesthetically 

interesting packaging

 Formulations carefully crafted to be soft, 

cleansing and nourishing on hair and skin

 Includes scientifically proven active  

ingredients that work

 Complex, contemporary natural fragrances

 Vegan (except vegetarian body cream made  

with beeswax)

 Not tested on animals

 100% post consumer recycled plastic bottles.  

All card FSC accredited. All packaging recyclable.

Neroli & Petitgrain 

Body Cream

AABC 

£14 120ml

Bergamot & Juniper 

Conditioner

AACO 

£12 250ml

Neroli & Petitgrain 

Body Soap

AABS 

£14 300ml

Bergamot & Juniper 

Shampoo

AASH 

£12 300ml
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Dry + Sensitive

Specially designed for people with eczema, psoriasis and other dry or irritated 

conditions. An exclusive blend of botanical extracts, vitamins, special nutrients, 

organic herbal extracts and essential oils to benefit even the most sensitive of skins. 

These products are ideal support for those withdrawing from steroid creams.

Face and Body Cream
SOS50 £10  50ml

SOS100 £18  100ml

This richly hydrating cream combines 

nourishing essential fatty acids with thera-

peutic herbs to relieve the itching, stinging 

and inflammation of eczema, psoriasis and 

seriously parched, distressed skin. Soothing 

essential oils give it a serenely relaxing aroma. 

Soothing Face & Body Wash
SOSFBW £16   200ml

This gentle, non-foaming creamy wash 

for face and body offers a complex blend 

of premium botanical extracts, nourishing 

natural moisturisers and conditioning pure 

essential oils which beautifully cleanse to 

leave your skin feeling soft and re-hydrated. 

Dry Scalp Shampoo
SHAM £13  200ml

A gentle deep-cleansing treatment for 

sensitive scalps prone to dandruff. This mild 

shampoo combines foaming coconut with 

moisturising and regulating oils and soothing 

herbal extracts. A blend of essential oils calm 

and relax the scalp and senses. Hair is clean, 

shiny and deliciously fresh-scented.  

Dry Scalp Treatment Conditioner
COND £13  200ml

Nourishing  lipids and strengthening, regulating 

plant extracts soothe and condition fractious 

scalps while fending off dandruff. Revitalising 

oils leave hair soft, glossy and freshly fragrant. 

Daily Rich Body Lotion
SOSBL £11  100ml

A light, silky-smooth lotion enriched  

with softening natural oils that can 

relieve the itchiness and irritation of 

parched skin whilst leaving you velvety-

textured and subtly scented.

20% Off Barefoot!
When you spend £90 across the entire range

Free delivery on all orders over £25
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Ultimate Volume Shampoo
SWSH50 £8  50ml 

SWSH £25  250ml

Step 1 - This colour-safe shampoo combines a rich lather 

and texture with a delicious signature aroma from pure 

essential oils. It leaves the hair squeaky clean and starts 

the volumising and conditioning process.

Ultimate Volume Root Complex
SWRNC25 £10  25ml 

SWRNC £32  100ml

Step 3 - A unique blend of eighteen active  

botanical extracts providing essential nourishment 

to hard-working follicles. 

Ultimate Volume 3-Step Kit    SWGR  £25  

Now you can experience for yourself the award winning Swell 3-Step System in this handy 

travel bag.

The kit contains:  Ultimate Volume Shampoo - 50ml 

Ultimate Volume Conditioner - 50ml  Ultimate Volume Root Complex - 25ml

Ultimate Volume  
Conditioner
SWCO50 £8  50ml 

SWCO £28  250ml

Step 2 - Nourishing, yet weightless for superior volume 

with a delicious signature aroma. Pure essential oils 

characterise this powerful volumising conditioner.

Ultimate Volume Masque
SWVM50 £10  50ml 

SWVM £28  150ml

For use in conjunction with the Swell 3-Step System, 

treat your hair once weekly with this volumising 

masque. Repairs and builds remarkable, luxurious 

volume for dry, tired and colour-processed hair.

Ultimate Curl & 
Bounce Tonic

SWCB  £25  200ml

Swell’s new wonder product 

defies hair logic by adding 

bounce and definition to 

fine curls and waves without 

compromising on volume. 

The beauty lies in its natural, 

100% silicone-free formula 

that strengthens curls, creating 

spring, bounce and life, whilst 

adding volume and control.

v

tel: 01263 588788 | hsconline.co.uk
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Ultimate Volume  
Dry Shampoo
SWDS   £20  14.5g

The No.1 professional tool for  

hair on the move. Swell’s 

Ultimate Volume Dry Shampoo 

brings 24 hour freshness and  

body to all hair types. Swell’s 

Ultimate Protect  
& Renew Serum 
SWSE   £20  50ml

Swell Ultimate Protect & 

Renew Serum is a weightless, 

silicone-free styling serum 

that is a dream come true 

for fine hair. Adding gloss, 

concealing split ends and 

protecting hair from heat 

tools, this hair serum creates 

easy styling for the perfect 

professional finish.

Swell is a breakthrough 3-step system for fine, limp & thinning hair which 

works like no other. Swell’s unique all-natural formula gives you immediate 

and sustained volume (even with difficult to manage baby-fine hair) from day 

one. But Swell is much more than a volumiser. Swell crucially nourishes the follicles, resulting in 

increased hair growth and reduced hair loss when used regularly.

Swell Benefits:

 Immediate lasting  volume, and beautiful, touchable, 
lustrous hair

 Stronger hair with less fall-out and healthier growth

 Superior detangling

 Blow dries that last longer (2-3 days!)

 Min. 97% natural formulas with no silicones or build-up

 Economical thanks to precise dosage and less need for 
mousse and sprays

 Colour-safe

 Inspirational signature aromas from pure essential oils.

unique Eco-Pump delivery system produces 

a super fine mist, giving you total control. 

Non-aerosol. No tackiness. No ‘ghosting’. 

Min. 97% natural source.
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Free delivery on all orders over £25

Delacet Herbal Head Lice Solution

DEL    £13.69    100ml

Delacet is an effective, easy-to-use natural herbal cleanser and 

repellent for head lice and nits. Quick, simple and safe to use by 

the whole family, Delacet contains a unique dual-action flower 

extract known for its outstanding properties and has been used 

successfully in Europe for over 40 years!

Easy wash-out protective formula requires no detection or 

prolonged combing. Suitable for all hair types including permed, 

coloured, Afro hair and dreadlocks.

Delacet Herbal 
Head Lice Solution 
(with spray applicator 

and nit comb)

DELKIT  £14.69  100ml

For Teenage Skin
A natural solution for teenage skin which soothes and calms the skin. The products contain ‘No Junk” and use 
ingredients that have stood the test of time which will help restore harmony to your skin. It is packed full with natural 
ingredients that will help banish the bacteria that causes acne whilst soothing inflamed, infected pores.

SkinGenius  

Facial Wash
SGFW      

£17.99      150ml

The Facial Wash will 

help tackle skin troubles 

including oily skin, 

pimples, spots and acne.

SkinGenius 

Moisturising Lotion 

SGML      £18.99     50ml

This is a light easily absorbed 

moisturiser, which is non 

comedogenic. This means that 

it will not block your pores.

SkinGenius 

Clarifying Lotion 
SGCL     £19.99    100ml

This is a Treatment Lotion 

with a gel-like texture which 

should be applied and left to 

soak in.

Omega Oil
Omega rich skincare for all stages in life 

OO   £18.50  125ml

For Bumps

Omega Oil is the only natural and clinically proven solution for 

stretch marks, scars and dry skin. Independent trials of Omega Oil 

showed that regular daily use gave a 45% improvement in skin 

elasticity, so crucial in times of rapid growth, such as pregnancy. 

92% of users would recommend to a friend. 

Omega Oil is also more effective on existing stretch marks than the 

leading high-street oil. 

For Dry Skin

The health benefits of foods rich in Omega 3 are well known. 

Botanico Vida has created the only topical, plant-based, Omega 

Oil on the market. This powerful blend delivers the skin’s building 

blocks directly into the epidermis. This helps to regenerate, hydrate 

and nourish dry or depleted skin and reduce redness, scarring and 

inflammation. 

For the Whole Family

Omega Oil is suitable for face, body and all skin types, including 

babies and children. Omega Oil is hypoallergenically tested and is 

a completely natural and safe choice for your child’s skin. Its many 

uses include soothing nappy rash, treating sore dry skin, tackling 

chicken pox  and playground scars, and for baby massage. Children 

love the delicate, ‘orangey’ aroma and warming effect as it is 

massaged into the skin. 

100% free from petrochemicals, synthetic fragrances, 

colours, SLS, PEGs, palm oil and synthetic fillers like 

mineral oil. Omega Oil is 100% natural and more than 

70% of its ingredients are certified organic. 



Mix “n” Match your Toothpaste
15% off when you order 24 tubes or more

25% off when you order 72 tubes or more
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Kingfisher toothpaste contains no artificial colourings, flavourings, 

sweeteners or preservatives. Instead, it gets its great taste from using all 

natural ingredients, like real fennel, real lemons and real peppermint.

Kingfisher is available in eight great varieties, with or without fluoride, and is  

gluten-free, GM-free and made in the British Isles.

Aloe Vera, Tea Tree & Fennel 
Fluoride-Free
ATFF100 £2.99 100ml

Aloe Vera, Tea Tree & Mint 
Fluoride-Free
ATMFF100 £2.99 100ml

Baking Soda & Mint Toothpaste 
Fluoride-Free
BSFF100 £2.99 100ml

Fennel Toothpaste with Fluoride
FT100 £2.99 100ml

Fennel Toothpaste Fluoride-Free
FFFT100 £2.99 100ml

Mint Toothpaste Fluoride-Free
MFF100 £2.99 100ml

Mint Toothpaste with Fluoride
MF100 £2.99 100ml

Childrens Strawberry Toothpaste 
FFS75 £2.60 75ml

tel: 01263 588788 | hsconline.co.uk

Citrus
ECC  £5.99 60g

Lavender
ECL   £5.99  60g

Pure  
(no scent)

ECP   £5.99   60g

Mint
ECM £5.99    60g

Earth Conscious Deodorant 

Earth Conscious Natural Deodorant 

is a pure cream paste deodorant with 

100% natural ingredients. It has anti-

bacterial properties that will combat 

body odour all day long. This natural 

deodorant allows your skin to breathe 

and perspire naturally. It has a very 

smooth texture, doesn’t separate and 

is easy to apply. Contains uplifting 

essential oils. Suitable for men, 

women and teens.



Organic Emergency  
Essence Cream    
RREMC £4.25 30g

Containing the Bach five-flower formula, plus 

crab apple for cleansing. This unperfumed 

cream is perfect for any minor skin complaint.

Elm Hand Cream    
SUNHC £1.75 10g

SUNHC50 £8.50 50g

Elm Hand Cream with Neroli is an 

intensive hand treatment with extracts 

of Primrose and Horse Chestnut. 

E
S

S
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7 Cream & 7 Balm
Developed by British homeopath Robin Logan after more than 20 years of experience with patients 

suffering from severe skin complaints. The secret of the range’s success is its unique combination of 

top quality ingredients, containing: 1. Active Manuka Honey, 2. Shea Butter, 3. Avocado Oil,  

4. Coconut Oil, 5. Neem Oil, 6. Aloe Vera, 7. Calendula

7CREAM £14.50  60ml

Found to be helpful for many common skin 

conditions, including eczema, dermatitis, acne 

rosacea, psoriasis (for the moisturising effect), nappy 

rash, sunburn, cuts and scrapes, gardeners hands and 

can even help to combat fungal infections.   

7BALM  £5.95  10g 

No preservatives, no mineral oil, no flavour-

ing and fragrance-free. 7 balm may just be 

the best lip balm you will find anywhere! 

Containing the same active ingredients as its 

sister ‘Seven Cream’

By harnessing the healing power of nature, Sun 

Essences have crafted a range of luxurious and highly 

effective creams for hands, face, feet and body.

Sun Essence Creams

Willow Face Cream    
SUNFAC £1.95 10g

SUNFAC50 £9.50 50g

Willow Face Cream improves tone with 

Aloe Vera and protective Vitamin E. Use as 

a day or night cream.

Oak Foot Cream    
SUNFC    £1.50   10g             

SUNFC50    £7.50   50g

An ideal choice to soften dry, hard skin. 

Contains peach nut oil, vitamins A, D and E, 

and is infused with Arnica extract.

W
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Crab Apple Soothing Cream    
SUNSC £1.50 10g

SUNSC50 £7.50 50g

Crab Apple Soothing Cream with Lavender, 

peach nut oil, vitamins A, D and E, and infused 

with Arnica extract. An ideal choice to rub into 

any discomfort or stiffness.

Cr
SU
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Free delivery on all orders over £25

Natural Goat’s Milk Hand  

and Body Lotion   

FC150 £12.95  150ml 

Natural Goat’s Milk Hand  

and Body Lotion  

FC250 £19.95  250ml

Lime & Ginger Goat’s Milk 

Hand and Body Lotion

FCLG150 £12.95   150ml

Lime & Ginger Goat’s Milk 

Hand and Body Lotion 

FCLG250 £19.95  250ml

Goat’s Milk
Goat’s milk has long been recognised as a natural skin moisturiser and rejuvenator, perfect for those with 

eczema, psoriasis or dry, itchy skin. The range includes a natural hand & body lotion and soap bar. Why not 

try the Lime & Ginger or Rose & Geranium Body Lotion for something a little different?

Rose & Geranium Goat’s Milk 

Hand and Body Lotion 

FCRG150 £12.95   150ml

Rose & Geranium Goat’s Milk 

Hand and Body Lotion 

FCRG250 £19.95   250ml

Natural Goat’s Milk Soap 

FCSO £5.99  - 100g 
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Mohdoh is a colourful mouldable 

dough infused with selected essential 

oils for treating everyday ailments, 

from insomnia, travel sickness, worry and anxiety  

to colds and flu, lack of focus and hyperactivity. 

By harnessing the benefits of aromatherapy, play therapy and 

colour therapy, Mohdoh has created an extremely effective 

yet fun and safe way of helping both adults and children.

Incognito 

Incognito have developed a range of highly effective,  

100% natural and DEET-free mosquito repellents. Safe for 

all the family and the environment.

Mohdoh £4.99

There are nine products in the range: 

MOHBR:  Breathe - relief from hayfever, coughs & colds and breathing 

difficulties.

MOHCA:  Calm - helping to relax and unwind those minds and bodies 

that are constantly on the go.

MOHHE:  Headeez - dealing with headaches and tension.

MOHQU:  Quit - extremely effective aid to those who want to quit 

smoking.

MOHSL:  Sleep - an effective way of dealing with restlessness, insomnia 

or childhood sleep problems.

MOHSLI:  Slim - an aid for those people requiring help to lose weight.

MOHTH:  Think  - help improve your focus and concentration.

MOHTR:  Travel - effective treatment for sea, car or air travel sickness.

MOHUN:  Unwind - provides relief from all forms of stress and anxiety.

I
In

1

a

Incognito Mosquito Repellent 

INMOS    £9.99   100ml

Incognito’s anti-mosquito spray is one of 

the strongest repellents in the world. Its 

active ingredient, Citrepel 75, repels and 

camouflages you from all mosquitoes and 

biting insects. Lasts up to 5 hours.

Incognito Hair & Body Wash

INSHA    £7.95    200ml

Use in conjunction with Incognito  

Mosquito Repellent for an unprecedented 

level of natural protection from biting and 

stinging insects.

Incognito After Sun Moisturiser

INSUN    £11.99   200ml

Utilising the well known moisturising 

properties of Aloe Vera, along with Korean 

Ginseng and Calendula extract, Incognito 

After Sun Moisturiser not only soothes and 

moisturises your skin but also helps protect 

you from mosquitoes and biting insects.

Incognito Natural Crystal Deodorant

INNCD    £4.20   60g

Significantly reduce your attractiveness to all insects. Long lasting and non-

sticky with a fresh, citrus fragrance, Incognito Citronella Deodorant is the first 

alum crystal to be infused with an essential oil.

tel: 01263 588788 | hsconline.co.uk



Basic Kit BK18  £29.65
18 remedies in 30c potency. Ideal for newcomers as well as the more experienced 

user of homeopathy. Contains 18 remedies to cover the most common ailments 

and minor injuries for all the family. Compact and lightweight, this kit is suitable to 

take with you when going on family outings, weekend breaks, holidays etc. 

Includes: Aconite, Apis, Arnica, Arsenicum, Belladona, Bryonia, Cantharis, Chamomilla, 

Gelsemium, Hypericum, Ignatia, Ledum, Mercurius, Nux vomica, Pulsatilla, Rhus tox,  

Ruta and Silica.

H E L I O S

Basic Kit BK1818  £29.65
18 remedies in 30c potency. Ideal 

user of homeopathy. Contains 18 

and minor injuries for all the famil

take with you when going on fami

l d A i A i A i AProduced using only the finest 

organic, natural and plant-based 

ingredients. Helios products do 

not contain lanolin, artificial 

preservatives or petrol derivatives, 

and are not tested on animals.

Hypericum & Calendula Cream 30g 

- HYPC £6.25 Traditionally used for  

the symptomatic relief of cuts, grazes, bites 

and stings.

Rhus Tox & Ruta Cream 30g - RHUSC 

£6.25 May be used for arthritic/rheumatic 

aches and pains. This cream may also aid the 

healing of sore, damaged muscles, tendons 

and ligaments. 

Aesculus, Hamamelis & Paeonia 

Cream 30g AESC £6.25 
To provide relief for piles, varicose  

veins and thread veins.

Arnica Cream 30g - ARNC £6.25  

Can be used for the symptomatic treatment 

of cuts, bruises, and injuries to soft tissues. An 

essential for the First Aid cabinet.

Calendula Cream 30g - CALEC £6.25  
A gentle, soothing topical cream. Useful for 

the treatment of sore, dry, chapped skin, 

nappy rash and other minor skin abrasions.

Graphites & Calendula Cream 30g  

- GRAPC £6.25 A rich emollient to 

gently soothe sore, cracked and broken skin 

associated with dermatitis, eczema and other 

similar skin complaints.

Tea Tree Oil Cream 30g 

- TEAC £6.25 Useful for the treatment 

of minor cuts, abrasions and fungal skin 

complaints such as Athletes Foot.

Urtical Cream 30g - URTC £6.25 

Useful in the treatment of minor burns, 

urticaria, eczema, psoriasis and other 

eruptions where there is itching and burning 

of the skin.

Discounts on multiple kits
25% when you buy 3 or more
30% when you buy 5 or more

Save 15% 
when you order 
any 5 or more 
Helios creams.

Individual Remedies £5.35

Remedies in 4g Dosage Dispenser

Aconite, Apis, Arnica, Arsenicum, Belladona, Bryonia, Cantharis, 

Chamomilla, Gelsemium, Hypericum, Ignatia, Ledum, Mercurius, Nux 

vomica, Pulsatilla, Rhus tox, Ruta, Silica

NEW COMBINATION REMEDIES
ABC 30c - HABC   £6.25  4g

Helios ABC 30c  – Aconite, Belladonna and Chamomilla are 

combined to form a homeopathic medicinal product used within the 

homeopathic tradition for the symptomatic relief of minor feverish 

illness and/or minor earache in children up to 12 years and for 

symptoms associated with teething in infants or toddlers.

Hay Fever - HHAY   £6.25 4g

Helios Hay Fever 30c – Allium cepa, Euphrasia and Sabadilla are 

combined to form a homeopathic medicinal product used within the 

homeopathic tradition for the symptomatic relief of hay fever.

Injury - HINJURY   £6.25  4g

Helios Injury 30c – Arnica, Rhus tox and Ruta grav are  

combined to form a homeopathic medicinal product used within 

the homeopathic tradition for the symptomatic relief of pains  

and minor trauma associated with minor injuries, bruises, strains 

and sprains, as well as minor emotional trauma associated with  

the above.

Sleep - HSLEEP   £6.25  4g

Helios Sleep 30c – Avena sativa, Coffea, Passiflora and Valarian are 

combined to form a homeopathic medicinal product used within 

the homeopathic tradition for the symptomatic relief of temporary 

sleep disturbances wherever you are.

Stress Relief - HSTRESS   £6.25  4g

Helios Stress Relief 30c -  Aconite, Arg nit and Arsenicum are 

combined to form a homeopathic medicinal product used within 

the homeopathic tradition for the symptomatic relief of symptoms 

associated with mild stress.

Free delivery on all orders over £25 11
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Individual Blend £4.74 10ml (Dropper bottle)     Individual Blend £7.74 30ml (Screw cap bottle with pourer restrictor)

BALA Be Balanced – for frustrations and resisting 

the natural cycle of life.

CALM Be Calm – for crisis, upsets, accidents,  

and exams.

COMF Be Comforted – for times of grief, helping 

you to come to terms with your loss.

CONF Be Confident – for determination and 

self-belief.

COUR Be Courageous – for everyday anxieties  

and apprehensions.

DECI Be Decisive – for worry about making the 

wrong decision, letting go, choosing a way forward.

FOCU Be Focused – for improving concentration 

and stimulating creativity.

Bach Emergency Essence

RREM  £4.14  10ml 

RREM30  £7.10  30ml

RREM30S  £7.10  30ml (spray)

Use in any SOS situation such as an accident, bad news, the dentist or exams. A 

combination of Clematis, Cherry Plum, Impatiens, Rock Rose and Star of Bethlehem.

Sun Essences was established in 1989 by Vivien 

Williamson, founder member of the ‘Bach Essence 

Producers’. Vivien hand-prepares her flower remedies 

according to the traditional protocols laid down by Dr 

Bach in the 1930s. Sun Essences insist upon botanical 

accuracy, the quality of the plants 

and materials used, and will 

complete the process only if 

the conditions are perfect. 

Quality assured!
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Individual Blend £4.74 10ml (Dropper bottle)     Individual Blend £7.74 30ml (Screw cap bottle with pourer restrictor)

FREE Be Free – for support in letting go of the  

things that are holding you back.

LOVI Be Loving – for bringing you love, forgiveness 

and acceptance.

POSI Be Positive – for a more optimistic frame of 

mind.

RELA Be Relaxed – for helping you to unwind from 

hectic, high-pressure times.

REST Be Restful – for restoring natural patterns  

and promoting much needed rest.

RESI Be Resistant – for when you’re at a low ebb  

and liable to catch anything that’s going around.

VITA Be Vitalised – for exhaustion and when your 

batteries need recharging.

Flower Essence Blends
A range of ready-to-take combinations that are easy to choose and easy to use for a variety of mental and emotional states.

Bach Flower Remedies

Box set of 40 essences BFS £141.60 Includes 2 bottles of Bach Emergency 

Essence 10ml. Individual Essence £4.14 10ml 

Agrimony, Aspen, Beech, Centaury, Cerato, Cherry Plum, Chestnut Bud, Chicory, 

Clematis, Crab Apple, Elm, Gentian, Gorse, Heather, Holly, Honeysuckle, Hornbeam, 

Impatiens, Larch, Mimulus, Mustard, Oak, Olive, Pine, Red Chestnut, Rock Rose, 

Rock Water, Scleranthus, Star of Bethlehem, Sweet Chestnut, Vervain, Vine, Walnut, 

Water Violet, White Chestnut, Wild Oat, Wild Rose, Willow.

Each essence is combined with SerSu’s own handmade vitalised 

components, which are energetic rather than homeopathic. Use 2-3 

sprays a day on the wrist and/or neck.

SERESP15 £12.25 Electro Smog

SERESP100 £25.99
Recommended for people affected by 21st century technology, 

including mobile and cordless phones, computer screens etc.

SERPP15 £12.25 Pollution Protection

SERPP100 £25.99
Recommended for people bothered by the various negative 

effects of indoor and outdoor environmental elements, including 

dust, pollens, paints etc.

SERTS15 £12.25 Therapist Support

SERTS100 £25.99
Recommended for people in the healing profession that 

may sometimes struggle to remain energised and balanced, 

particularly when dealing with difficult cases.

SERPS15 £12.25 Personal Strength

SERPS100 £25.99
Can be used by adults and children at times of trouble or 

adversity, or with issues of self-image and lack of confidence.

SerSu

tel: 01263 588788 | hsconline.co.uk
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Helios SOeSsence Balm 

for Pets
PETB  £6.25 50g

To complement the remedy kit, 

Helios have produced a gentle, 

soothing beeswax balm. Helios 

SOeSsence Flower Formula 

and organic plant tinctures of 

Hypericum and Calendula are 

blended with essential oils and 

vitamin E oil. Traditionally used 

for minor wounds, abrasions, sore 

paws and skin irritations.

Helios Homeopathy Kit for Pets 
PETK £36.25 24 remedies in 30c potency

Covering a wide range of minor ailments and first 

aid situations for all your animals, the kit contains 24 

homeopathic remedies, plus the new SOeSsence Flower 

Formula in liquid form for emergency situations. Comes 

with a booklet, introducing you to homeopathy for your 

pets and featuring an A-Z of complaints and a Materia 

Medica. Includes: Aconite, Arnica, Apis, Aco/Ars/Arg-n, 

Arsenicum Belladonna, Bryonia, Cantharis, Cocculus, 

Drosera, Euphrasia, Gelsemium, Hyp/Cal, Hepar sulph, 

Ignatia, Ipecacuanha, Merc-corr, Ledum, Nux vomica, 

Pulsatilla, Rhus/ Ruta, Silica, Sulphur, Symphytum. 10ml 

Helios SOeSsence Flower Formula.

Helios SOeSsence Shampoo 

for Pets
PETS  £8.50 350ml 

Essential oils of Lavender and Roman 

Chamomile, organic plant tinctures of 

Calendula and Urtica Urens, Sulphur 

and flower essence of Crab Apple are 

combined in a mild, SLS-free shampoo 

base to gently clean your pet. Helios 

SOeSsence Shampoo is suitable for all 

coat and skin types and is especially 

recommended for pets with dry, scaly or 

itchy skin. It will leave your pet smelling 

great, too!

Individual Blend £10  50ml (Dropper bottle)

ANIMALREL50 Relax – for animals that are frightened, anxious or alarmed.  

  On-the-spot help during events such as fireworks, travel,  

  thunderstorms, vet and groomer visits, etc. 

ANIMALRELSP  Also available in a 30ml spray bottle.

ANIMALBAL50  Balance – for animals that are boisterous, frisky, over-excitable,  

  unruly, uncontrollable or frantic.

ANIMALCOU50 Courage – for animals that are submissive, ring-shy, spooked,  

  nervous, clingy, edgy or insecure.

ANIMALMEL50   Mellow – for animals that are obstinate, volatile, stubborn,  

  unpredictable, impulsive, stroppy or hostile.

ANIMALCOM50  Comfort – for animals that are relocating, lonely, neglected,  

  suffering from separation anxiety, angst or bereavement.

ANIMALVIG50       Vigour – for animals that are lethargic, miserable, weary, low,  

  sad or convalescing.

A range of flower essences from Creature Comforters, specially blended to assist with 

emotional and behavioural problems in animals. Jane Stevenson, a member of the British 

Association of Flower Essence Producers, has been making essences for over 20 years.

Free delivery on all orders over £25



The HARApad is a lightweight computer pad designed to protect your body  

against the effects of heat and electromagnetic radiation emitted by laptop  

computers. The wooden HARApad has WIFI protection as an extra layer of  

shielding that targets frequencies in the WIFI range. The iPad HARApad is  

a flat pad with anti-slip foam surface that provides all the necessary heat  

and EMF protection for your iPad, tablet, or E-reader.

iPad Black - HARAPAD_IP £69.99
Small 7.5” x 9.5” - for tablets 

Medium Black - HARAPAD_MB £74.99 

Medium Wood - HARAPAD_MW       £99.99
Medium 13.25” x 9.25” - for 13” laptops 

Large Black - HARAPAD_LB                               £89.99 

Large Wood - HARAPAD_LW             £114.99
Large 14.5” x 11” - for 15” laptops 

XL Black - HARAPAD_XLB                            £94.99
XL Wood - HARAPAD_XLW     £119.99
Extra Large 15.5” x 12” - for 17” laptops 

How it works 

Military-grade electromagnetic radiation shielding is used to attract the low frequency (EMF) radiation emitted by your laptop. 

The shielding creates a path of least resistance for the radiation to travel, allowing it to flow through the HARApad, instead of 

your body, and then back in to the laptop to complete the path.

The most severe consequence of  

exposure to electromagnetic radiation is  

the potential increased risk of infertility, 

cancer and genetic damage.

WaveWall is an innovative and stylish anti-radiation 

phone case that safeguards your health by reducing  

the mobile phone radiation your body absorbs by  

more than 85%.

The WaveWall range fits many modern phones 

including iPhone, Samsung and HTC. Please contact  

the office for guidance on size required.

Slide in case    £24.99

Flip case          £29.99

Nowadays, electromagnetic radiation is everywhere, whether 

it’s from mobile phones, computers, WiFi networks or any other 

number of sources.

For anyone who is worried about this ambient radiation affecting 

their energetic medicines, we have commissioned a range of 

remedy protection bags as an ideal solution.

The bags are lined with the high-performance silver-polyamide 

material, Swiss Shield®, which shields against electromagnetic 

radiation (up to 99.997%), due to its high silver content.

• Size - 215 x 200mm (Large)  • Size - 110 x 95mm   (small)

• Available in 2 colours • 99.997% effective

Remedy Protection Bags

RPBS Plain Grey Bag (small)  £17.25 

RPBL Plain Grey Bag (large)  £22.30
RPBPS Patterned Bag (small)  £17.25
RPBPL Patterned Bag (large)  £22.30 

Anti-radiation Phone Case 

tel: 01263 588788 | hsconline.co.uk14
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Room Deodoriser & 
Dehumidifier
EBROOM £9.95

This deodoriser is specifically  designed for 

spaces up to 70 sq ft. Place it in your bedroom, 

bathroom, kitchen, pet area or even your car.

Shoe Deodoriser - (Pair)
EBSHOE £9.95

Give your shoes a breather with these 

cleverly designed bamboo deodorisers. Just 

slip the packet into your footwear overnight 

and shoes will be fresher in the morning. 

Bamboo charcoal is produced from the rapidly growing and sustainable 

moso bamboo. Compared to regular charcoal, bamboo charcoal has ten 

times more surface area and is four times stronger in its absorption rate. 

Mini Deodoriser & 
Dehumidifier (3-Pack)
EBMINI £9.95

These powerful mini deodorisers are ideal for 

any small space that needs a bit of freshening 

up. Perfect for cabinets and compost bins, etc.

Fridge & Freezer Deodoriser
EBFRIDG £7.95
This deodoriser is specifically designed for the 

fridge & freezer and is guaranteed to retain 

food freshness and absorb food odours!

Bin Deodoriser
EBBIN £4.95
Simply place this deodoriser inside the 

provided linen sleeve and attach to the 

bottom (if using bin bags) or under the lid of 

your bin using the adhesive velcro strip.

Drawer Deodoriser
EBDRAW £9.95
Freshen drawers and storage boxes and keep 

them free of mildew and odours with Ever 

Bamboo’s Drawer Packets. Contains eight 10g 

deodorisers per package.

Sport Deodoriser 
EBSPORT £14.94

Place one pouch in each shoe, boot, glove, 

sports bag or other equipment. Ever Bamboo 

Sports Kit contains four deodorisers per packet.

YOUR MOST IMPORTANT DAILY EXERCISE - SMILE! 

All the studies show you will feel happier.

Make your smile as wide as possible, extend your eyebrow 

muscles slightly upward, direct your eyes upward and hold 

the resulting expression for 20 seconds.

What can I say when I talk to myself?

Who is the I that is talking to myself?

If I allow my personal  mind to run away with all of the complexities 

and difficulties, then  I will not be able to hear the voice of Wisdom?

The voice of Wisdom is as loud as our willingness to listen.

As soon as you believe that a label 

you’ve put on yourself is true, you’ve 

limited something that is literally 

limitless, you’ve limited who you are 

into nothing but a thought.

Adyashanti

Free delivery on all orders over £25
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Clear Glass Vials
Small, thin tubular glass vials with a variety of cap 

fittings. The push-in plug tops are a tight fit so we’d 

recommend the screw cap options for patients who 

may find these too fiddly. 

Plastic Bottles and Containers  

A variety of plastic containers and bottles ranging in size and colour. The push-in plug tops on the small vials are a 

tight fit so we’d recommend the screw cap options for patients who may find these too fiddly.

Volume: 1.75ml – 11mm diameter

Cap Fitting: Push-in Plug (S1)

Total height 38mm 
single 30p
50 £7.50
250 £30.00
800 £80.00

1.75ml – 11mm diameter

Screw Cap (S1SC)

NOT suitable for holding T1 or
SL22 due to narrow neck 

Total height 38mm

single 27p
50  £12.50
250 £54.42
788 £142.15

Volume: 7ml – 16.5mm diameter

Screw Cap (S7)

Total height 60mm 
Single £0.67
50 £28.86
399 £142.13

Push-in Plug (PS1P)

1ml  clear vial – 11mm diameter

Total Height 35mm

Single £0.12

50 £4.66

200 £14.47

Push-on Cap (PS1SK)

1ml  clear vial – 11mm diameter

Total Height 35mm

Single £0.12 

50 £4.66

200 £14.47

Dosage Dispenser (DD)

5ml dosage dispenser – 

18mm diameter 

Total Height 65mm

Single £1.50

50 £51.00

Dropper Assembly (DPTB)

16ml amber square bottle – 

W27mm x D18mm

Total Height 73mm

Single £1.01 

50 £38.64

200 £121.61

Screw Cap (PTB)

16ml amber square bottle – 

W27mm x D18mm

Total Height 52mm

Single £0.53 

50 £20.05

200 £63

Mister Spray (SP50)

50ml spray bottle –

33mm diameter

Total Height 120mm

Single £2.21

20 £33.10

50 £69.19

Mister Spray (SP100)

100ml spray bottle –

40mm diameter

Total Height 154mm

Single £2.50

20 £37.15

50 £74.37

Click Lock Screw Cap (PTBCL)

16ml amber square bottle – 

W27mm x D18mm

Total Height 52mm

Single £0.54 

50 £22

200 £65.50

Dropper Assembly (DPS5)

5ml clear vial – 20mm diameter

Total Height 78mm

Single £0.65

50 £24.73

200 £77.98

Push-in Plug (PS2P)

2ml clear vial – 11mm diameter

Total Height 49mm

Single £0.15

50 £5.56

200 £17.28

Push-on Cap (PS2SK)

2ml clear vial – 11mm diameter

Total Height 49mm

Single £0.15 

50 £5.56

200 £17.28

Screw Cap (PS5) 

5ml clear vial – 20mm diameter 

Total Height 57mm

Single £0.23 

50 £8.73

200 £27.14

tel: 01263 588788 | hsconline.co.uk

15ml clear plastic vial with 

Push-on-cap (PV2) 

24mm diameter          

Total height 54mm

Single        £0.34

50             £13.00

250           £51.60

Slimmer in diameter as no 

inner lining. (NDD) 16mm 

diameter. Total height 65mm

Single  £0.78

50      £29.31

4g cheaper 

alternative to 

our DD (Dosage 

Dispenser) bottle.
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Tubular Glass Bottles
These bottles are lightweight, slender and made from neutral 

glass. The glass pipette in the dropper assemblies is also made 

from neutral glass.

D5 4g/5ml, 18mm diameter, 55mm tall bottle, 
complete with neutral glass dropper assembly.

Dropper has a very fine bore for small drop size.

D5 £0.99 Single

D5A £37.42 50

D5B £153.67 293

D10 - 8g/10ml, 18mm diameter, 78mm tall 
bottle, complete with neutral glass dropper 
assembly. Dropper has a very fine bore for  

small drop size.

D10 £1.35 Single

D10A £44.95 50

D10B £188.95 293

D15 - 14g/15ml, 23mm diameter, 84mm tall 
bottle, complete with neutral glass dropper 

assembly.

D15 £1.62 Single

D15-5 £8.59 5

D15A £28.55 28

D15B £120.21 186

S5 - 4g/5ml, 18mm diameter, 41mm tall  
bottle, complete with screw cap.  

Same 4g bottle as used by Helios pharmacy.

S5 £0.52 Single

S5A £22.11 50

S5B £81.36 293

S10 - 8g/10ml, 18mm diameter, 64mm tall 
bottle, complete with screw cap. Same 8g 

bottle as used by Helios pharmacy.

S10 £0.58 Single

S10A £23.61 50

S10B £88.65 293

S15 - 14g/15ml, 23mm diameter, 64mm tall 

Same 14g bottle as used by Helios pharmacy.

S15 £1.27 Single

S15-5 £6.70 5

S15A £21.63 28

S15B £82.51 186

Screw Top Jars
A jar size for all your needs!

Clear Plastic (J1)
20ml – 35mm diameter

Jar Height 48mm

Single £1.65

50 £61.20

100 £97.92

Amber Glass (J30)
30ml – 40mm diameter

Jar Height 50mm

Single £1.15

21 £21.62

72 £49.29

Polypropylene (white) (J50)
50ml – 50mm diameter

Jar Height 42mm

Single £1.75

50 £65.88

100 £105.42

Amber Glass (J60)
60ml – 40mm diameter

Jar Height 55mm

Single £1.60

15 £21.63

72 £68.91

Clear Plastic (J2)
40ml – 42mm diameter

Jar Height 62mm

Single £2.10

50 £78.74

100 £125.98

Free delivery on all orders over £25

R10 = 10ml, 19mm diameter, 84mm tall 

with black plastic cap and rollette bottle. 

Blue or Green.

R10 £1.75 Single

R10-5 £7.99 5

R10A £58.54 50

R10B £254.99 297

with b

Blue o

R10

R10-5

R10A

R10B
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Blue Glass

Screw Cap

Dropper
Assembly

Mister

Pourer
Restrictor

Alcohol
based
liquids

only 

Tamper 
Evident
White cap  

available 

Tamper
Evident 
Dropper

!(D50BL)
Height 115mm
35mm diameter

1  £2.90

5  £14.41

28    £58.98

90  £131.03

(D5BL)
Height 70mm
21mm diameter

1  £3.20

5  £11.55

28    £50.68

250  £300

(D30BL)
Height 103mm
32mm diameter

1 £2.88

5  £11.83

45    £71.48

126  £143.27

(S30BL)
Height 82mm
32mm diameter

1  £2.49

5  £10.56

45    £59.01

126  £123.41

(M30BL)
Height 105mm
32mm diameter

1  £3.56

5  £15.90

45    £103.71

126  £205.38

(P30BL)
Height 82mm
32mm diameter

1  £2.55

5  £10.75

45    £65.06

126  £126.02

(TBS30BL)
Height 82mm
32mm diameter

1  £2.28

5  £10.59

45    £63.88

126  £123.59

(TD30BL)
Height 103mm
32mm diameter

1  £3.46

5  £12.31

45    £72.56

126  £150.77

(S50BL)
Height 95mm
35mm diameter

1 £2.72

5  £12.75

28    £51.23

90  £99.24

(M50BL)
Height 115mm
35mm diameter

1  £3.80

5 £18.09

28 £76.61

90 £170.82

(P50BL)
Height 95mm
35mm diameter

1  £1.44

5  £5.95

28    £52.11

90  £114.14

(TBS50BL)
Height 95mm
35mm diameter

1  £2.75

5  £12.78

28    £51.37

90 £112.40

(TD50BL)
Height 115mm
35mm diameter

1  £3.01

5  £14.89

28    £61.19

90  £136.33

(TD5BL)
Height 70mm
21mm diameter

1  £3.24

5  £1.65

28    £51.52

250  £305

(D15BL)
Height 94mm
24mm diameter

1 £2.48

5  £11.90

28    £45.81

152  £168.41

(S15BL)
Height 72mm
24mm diameter

1  £2.55

5  £10.17

28    £39.26

152  £141.87

(M15BL)
Height 95mm
24mm diameter

1  £3.05

5  £15.57

28    £64.27

152  £241.20

(P15BL)
Height 72mm
24mm diameter

1  £2.03

5  £1035

28    £39.97

152  £144.43

(TBS15BL)
Height 72mm
24mm diameter

1  £2.15

5  £10.26

28    £41.70

152  £143.16

(TD15BL)
Height 94mm
24mm diameter

1  £2.46

5  £12.05

28    £47.85

152  £176.64

(D10BL)
Height 83mm
25mm diameter

1  £2.65

5  £10.02

28    £40.48

162  £148.38

(S10BL)
Height 63mm
25mm diameter

1  £2.08

5  £8.37

28    £32.92

162  £114.17

(M10BL)
Height 83mm
25mm diameter

1  £2.73

5  £13.77

28    £52.20

162  £214.76

(P10BL)
Height 63mm
25mm diameter

1  £2.16

5  £10.35

28    £33.63

162 £117.95

(TBS10BL)
Height 63mm
25mm diameter

1 £1.78

5  £8.46

28    £33.30

162  £115.19

(TD10BL)
Height 83mm
25mm diameter

1  £2.34

5  £10.08

28    £40.76

162  £115.19

(S5BL)
Height 50mm
21mm diameter

1  £1.81

5 £9.99

28    £40.31

250  £226.29

(P5BL)
Height 50mm
21mm diameter

1  £2.04

5  £10.12

28    £41.02

250  £230.97

(TBS5BL)
Height 50mm
21mm diameter

1  £1.71

5  £10.03

28    £38.62

250  £228.88

(D100BL)
Height 128mm
45mm diameter

1  £3.19

18 £46.67

50   £87.78

(S100BL)
Height 110mm
45mm diameter

1 £3.02

18 £41.10

50 £76.48

(M100BL)
Height 130mm
45mm diameter

1  £3.95

18  £57.18

50   £108.95

(P100BL)
Height 110mm
45mm diameter

1  £2.80

18  £41.55

50    £77.11

(TBS100BL)
Height 110mm
45mm diameter

1  £2.80

18  £41.32

50    £76.69

(TD100BL)
Height 128mm
45mm diameter

1  £3.20

18  £46.86

50    £88.52

tel: 01263 588788 | hsconline.co.uk
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Amber Glass

Screw Cap

Dropper
Assembly

Mister

Pourer
Restrictor

Child-Proof

Tamper 
Evident

(S25)
Height 74mm
28mm diameter

1  £1.43

5  £6.58

45    £36.91

135  £72.52

(D25)
Height 95mm
28mm diameter

1  £1.96

5  £8.77

45    £50.40

135  £101.62

(P25)

(OILS ONLY)
Height 74mm
28mm diameter

1  £3.07

5  £11.25

45    £68.73

135  £156.09

(S25CL)
Height 74mm
28mm diameter

1  £1.39

5  £6.47

45    £32.30

135  £70.53

(S15W)
Height 64mm
27mm diameter

1  £1.36

5  £6.38

50    £32.32

138  £70.44

(D15W)
Height 85mm
27mm diameter

1 £1.89

5  £8.73

50    £53.96

138  £102.97

(P15W)

(OILS ONLY)
Height 64mm
27mm diameter

1  £3

5  £11.03

50    £74.06

138  £155.37

(S15WCL)
Height 64mm
27mm diameter

1  £1.32

5  £6.26

50    £34.59

138  £74.37

(S30)
Height 84mm
30mm diameter

1 £1.48

5  £6.73

45    £32.28

130  £72.39

(D30)
Height 105mm
30mm diameter

1 £2.03

5  £9.04

45    £52.16

130  £101.57

(P30)

(OILS ONLY)
Height 84mm
30mm diameter

1 £3.13

5  £11.35

45    £69.60

130  £152.32

(S30CL)
Height 84mm
30mm diameter

1 £1.44

5  £6.93

45    £34.10

130  £76.05

(TP50B) 

(OILS ONLY)
Height 93mm
37mm diameter

1 £2.14

5  £8.60

28    £31.92

105  £85.05

(TP100B) 

(OILS ONLY)
Height 114mm
45mm diameter

1 £2.62

18    £25.75

68    £66.67

(S50)
Height 93mm
37mm diameter

1  £1.36

5  £6.39

28    £21.48

105  £53.73

(D50)
Height 115mm
37mm diameter

1  £1.75

5  £8.16

28    £29.68

105  £79.06

(M50)
Height 115mm
37mm diameter

1  £2.52

5  £11.84

28    £47.32

105  £132.66

(P50B)
(Alcohol based  only)

Height 93mm
37mm diameter

1  £2.12

5  £6.36

28    £33.39

66  £56

(S100)
Height 109mm
45mm diameter

1 £1.47

18 £17.77

86   £54.03

(D100)
Height 135mm
45mm diameter

1  £1.96

18 £22.50

68   £57.60

(M100)
Height 135mm
45mm diameter

1  £2.70

18  £33.86

68    £91.14

(P100B)  
(Alcohol based only)

Height 114mm
45mm diameter

1  £2.39

18    £26.72

45    £46.09

(S10W)
Height 55mm
25mm diameter

1 £1.34

5  £6.33

28    £21.77

162  £81.36

(D10W)
Height 77mm
25mm diameter

1 £1.75

5  £8.12

28    £31.47

162  £119.91

(P10W) 

(OILS ONLY)
Height 55mm
25mm diameter

1 £2.98

5  £10.98

28    £45.00

162  £181.65

(S10WCL)
Height 55mm
25mm diameter

1 £1.40

5  £6.57

28    £22.77

162  £86.28

Free delivery on all orders over £25

The more you buy, the less you pay!

Save up to 50% by buying a tray of 

bottles. Plus an extra 5% discount on 

multiple trays of any bottles.

Y)
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Medicating Potency Bottles
Moulded glass bottles used by Helios for 95% alcohol 

medicating potencies. Complete with plastic pourer 

restrictor and cap.

MPB = 3.5ml, 21mm diameter, 58mm tall 

with white plastic cap and pourer restrictor

MPB £0.80 Single

MPBA £22.84 28

MPBB £146.20 340

MPB8 = 7ml, 22mm diameter, 62mm tall 

with white plastic cap and pourer restrictor

MPB8 £0.80 Single

MPB8A £23.18 28

MPB8B £122.94 279

tel: 01263 588788 | hsconline.co.uk

S5FT1A £39.03 50

S5 bottle with T1 hard tablets

S5FSTA £35.74 50

S5 bottle with ST1 soft tablets

S5F22A £31.72 50

S5 bottle with SL22 sugar pillules

S5F56A £31.87 50

S5 bottle with SL56 sugar pillules

S5F84A £32.43 50

S5 bottle with SL84 sugar pillules

S5F210A £34.72 50

S5 bottle with SL210 sugar pillules

DDFSLA £64.57 50

Dosage Dispenser (DD page 16) 

with SL56 sugar pillules

S10FT1A £52.20 50

S10 bottle with T1 hard tablets

Filled Tubular Glass Bottles
Prefer to have the bottles filled before they are  

sent to you? The following options are available.

Dispensing Aids
Everything you need to dispense those remedies!

Manila Dispensing Envelope 

Brown manila gummed envelopes, 60mm 

x 100mm, extremely useful for dispensing 

remedies to patients.

60mm x 100mm

M1-1 £4.14  100

M1A   £10.81  300 

M1B   £24.66  1000 

M1C  £41.10  2000

Plastic Dispensing Envelope  

Plastic resealable envelopes, 60mm square with 

white bands on which to write.

P1-1  £3  100

P1A   £6.75  300 

P1B   £13.50  1000 

P1C   £24  2000 

Paper Dispensing Envelope 

White recycled remedy dispensing 

envelope, 50mm square with a long opening 

flap to close the envelope by tucking behind the 

bottom flap. No glue edge so the envelope can 

be opened and closed easily. Designed for giving 

out one or two doses.

WM1-1  £7.04  100

WM1A   £13.70  300 

WM1B   £36.54  1000 

WM1C   £60.90  2000

Heat-Shrink Sleeves 

Adding a tamper-evident seal to your bottles is easier than you might think. These handy heat-shrink 

sleeves turn your ordinary bottle in to a professional tamper-proof product in no time at all.

Simply place the plastic sleeve over the top of your bottle, evenly apply heat from a heat gun or any 

household hair dryer and watch as the sleeve magically shrinks to create a tamper-evident seal around 

your bottle. This sized sleeve is suitable for the following bottles: S5, D5, S10, D10, S7, R10

HSS  £0.10  x1

HSSA  £4.20  x50

HSSB  £6.68  x100

HSSC  £50.10  x1000

S10FSTA £51.52 50

S10 bottle with ST1 soft tablets

S10F22A £37.72 50

S10 bottle with SL22 sugar pillules

S10F56A £38.10 50

S10 bottle with SL56 sugar pillules

S10F84A £39.22 50

S10 bottle with SL84 sugar pillules

S10FXYA £48.65 50

S10 bottle with XYL non sucrose pillules

S5FXYA £37.91 50     
S5 bottles with XYL non sucrose pillules
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Regular Label A1
35 labels per sheet (39mm x 20mm)

Large Label A2
24 labels per sheet (49mm x 25mm)

Dispensing Aids
Everything you need to dispense those remedies! (Labels shown are actual size). 

Instruction Label B
35 labels per sheet (39mm x 20mm)

Postal Instruction Label D
24 labels per sheet (49mm x 25mm)

Large White Circular Label

Blank white label. 77 labels per sheet.  

12mm diameter labels.

E  £0.50  1 sheet 

 £2 5 sheets 

 £8.75 25 sheets

Blank Coloured Circular Label

77 labels per sheet. 12mm diameter labels. 

Please state colour(s) when ordering.

E (colour) £0.50  1 sheet

 £2  5 sheets

  £8.75 25 sheets

EPACK  1 sheet of each colour +  

1 sheet of white £3.20

Small White Circular Label

Blank white label. 260 labels per sheet. 

9mm diameter labels (to fit S1 and 

S1SC vials).

 F   £1.28   1 sheet

       £5.12    5 sheets

      £22.40    25 sheets

Circular Blank White Label 

Circular blank white label 40 labels per 

sheet. 19mm diameter labels.

 G   £0.45   1 sheet

       £1.80    5 sheets

      £7.88    25 sheets

Rectangular White Label

Blank white label. 35 labels per sheet. 

12mm x 25mm.

H  £0.38           1 sheet

 £1.52 each   5 sheets

 £6.65 each   25 sheets

Prices for all the above labels 

£0.78  1 sheet  

£3.12  5 sheets  

£13.65  25 sheets 

£85.80  200 sheets

Pre-Printed Remedy Labels

77 labels per sheet, 8 sheets per set. 12mm 

diameter label with space underneath to write 

the potency. Most common remedies are 

repeated. A sheet of blank labels is also included.  

C £8 1set

Labels

LM Potency Label J
15 labels per sheet (59mm x 30mm)

Free delivery on all orders over £25
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SL56 x 250g         Sugar pillules 

S5 x 20                     4g glass bottles 

S10 x 20                  8g glass bottles 

S1SC x10                 2g clear glass vial with screw cap 

P1 x 100                   Plastic clear dispensing envelope 

WM1 x 25             White paper envelope 

M1 x 25                  Manila envelope

DSP £47.60

Not sure where to start? This pack has been designed for students 

and new practitioners as a convenient way of purchasing a few of our 

most popular items, so that you can try them out before ordering 

larger quantities. It contains everything you are likely to require when 

dispensing remedies.

Includes our most frequently requested sizes of pillules,  

bottles, labels, and an array of samples. If you would like  

a free copy of The Dispensing Pocket Book (Ref: DPB page 32)  

with this item please let us know when placing your order.

A1, A2, B, E Labels   1 sheet of each 

DA5 x 5                          Dropper assemblies (for S5 bottles) 

DA10 x 5                       Dropper assemblies (for S10 bottles) 

D30                                 30ml amber moulded dropper bottle 

DD                                   White plastic dosage dispenser 

PF                              Plastic funnel for filling bottles with SL56 pillules 

SL22, T1, ST1                Samples of alternative pillule/tablet types 

Postage Protection
Environmentally-friendly. 

75mm rolls of 100mm wide 

corrugated paper in a handy 

dispensing box. Cheaper than 

bubble pack! CP £22.77 

Medical Latex Gloves
Powder-free latex gloves for making up 

remedies.

LGMA  £2.52    10 pairs M 

LGMB  £7.56       50 pairs M 

LGLA  £2.52        10 pairs L

LGLB  £7.56        50 pairs L

Plastic Funnels

PF  £3  

For filling bottles with SL22 or smaller. 

MPF  £1.94  

Mini funnel for liquid or granules. Can 

be used with the S1SC vials that fit the 

Helios DH18/DH36 cases.

Plastic Graduated Pipette
3ml dropper pipette marked in 0.5ml 

graduations. Useful for measuring small 

quantities of liquid. 

PPA  £6.50  50

PPB  £40  500

Small Pill Pots
Ideal for sending a few remedies 

through the post 

PILLP      x1       £0.40

PILLPA    x50     £15

PILLPB    x200   £46

Wooden Scoop
A neat little wooden scoop, ideal for 

dispensing unmedicated pillules into 

any sized bottle. 

WS  £1

Dispensing Aids
Everything you need to dispense those remedies!

Jiffy Bag
Suitable for dispensing a small 

number of remedies in the post.

130mm x 175mm

JBAG            £0.36 1

JBAGA  £5.90 20

JBAGB £21.31  100



 SL22 (5mm)

 250g - £8.16 500g - £12.28 1k - £20.43

 4k - £54.50 8k - £98.10 20k - £218.00

 SL56 (3mm)

 250g - £8.52 500g - £12.78 1k - £21.26

 4k - £56.70 8k - £102.06 20k - £226.80

 SL84 (2.5mm)

 250g - £9.90 500g - £14.85 1k - £ 24.71

 4k - £65.90 8k - £118.62 20k - £263.60

 SL210 (1mm)

 250g - £14.22 500g - £21.28 1k - £35  

 4k - £94.60 8k - £170.28 20k - £378.40

The SL210 are notably more expensive than the other sizes because 

of the difficulty of manufacturing. The LM granules are a cheaper 

alternative but be aware that they can be difficult to medicate.

LM Granules

 SLLM

 250g - £8.42 500g - £12.62 1k - £21.04

 4k - £56.10 8k - £100.98 20k - £224.40

Non-Sucrose Pillules

These pills are made from Xylitol, a sugar alcohol gained by the 

hydrogenation of the sugar xylose. It is widely used as a tooth-friendly 

sugar alternative, but it is notably more expensive than the sugar pill 

option. NB. Sugar alcohol is not the same as ethanol, the alcohol used 

in alcoholic beverages, and does not affect the body in the same way.

 XYL (2.5mm)

 250g - £20.81 500g - £31.21 1k - £52.01

 4k - £138.70  8k - £249.60  20k - £523.20

 S1 Vial S5 S10

  T1 180 60 35

  ST1 325 100 60

  SL22 180 60 30

  SL56 150 55 28

  SL84 150 50 29

Unmedicated Tablets and Pillules
Good remedies require good remedy making!

All our tablets and pills come from pharmaceutical 

manufacturers with Certificates of Analysis available 

on request. We continue to stock the widest range of 

sizes in this country.

Sucrose Pillules

Round sugar balls prepared to quality control standards for medicinal 

use. These pillules do not contain lactose. Unfortunately It is not 

currently possible to source an organic variety.

Hard tablets

These are true lactose/sucrose tablets as used by the manufacturing 

pharmacies and prepared to quality control standards satisfying the 

requirements for medicinal use. Although more expensive than the 

sucrose only pills, they are perfectly uniform and have the advantage of 

not rolling around when being dispensed. Approx. 10 tablets per gram.

  T1 (6mm)

 250g - £17.59 500g - £23.46 1k - £37.51  

 10k - £312.60

Soft tablets

ST1 These soft tablets contain lactose and a tiny amount of binder.

They are slightly harder than the original style which means they 

won’s crush quite so easily if sent through the post. For babies under 

3 months, it is recommended to add a small amount of water to the 

tablet and administer with a spoon.

ST2 is quite a bit larger than the ST1, useful for patients where size 

of dose matters.  

 ST1 (5x3mm)

 250g - £24.14 500g - £ 32.20 1k - £51.50

 5k - £236.06

 ST2 (9x4mm)

 250g - £28.67 500g - £39.50 1k - £63.07

 5k - £286.70

Lactose Powder

We don’t have powder papers,  

but suggest the WM1 white  

paper envelope as a good  

dispensing option.

 LPOW

 250g - £6.71 500g - £10.06 1k - £16.76

   4k - £46.93     8k- £80.45          25k - £230.45

How many bottles can I fill with 250g of pillules?
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Free delivery on all orders over £25
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Cardboard Boxes & Storage
These small boxes are covered in a leatherette material. 

Ideal for making up small, bespoke kits.

Cardboard Posting Boxes 
and Holed Platforms
Posting box with holed platform. Approximately 

the size of a small shoe box, these are a simple 

and inexpensive means of storage.  

(170mm x 317mm x 85mm)

B5 Box
115x105x22mm. Designed to hold  

10 x amber 4g/5ml (S5) 

Green 

B5G  £3.87 empty box 

B5GS5  £7.72 with 10 x S5 bottles 

B10 Box
217x75x22mm. Designed to hold 10 x 8g/10ml 

(S10/D10 or DD) Please state your   

       preferred colour when ordering – 

     Black or Green 

B10G  £4.60   empty box 

B10GS10  £8.72  with 10 x S10 bottles 

B10GD10 £15.40 with 10 x D10 bottles 

B10GS7  £9.64 with 10 x S7 vials 

B1 Box
130x55x17mm. Designed to  

hold 10 x 2g (S1/S1SC) 

Green 

B1G  £5.12  empty box

B1GS1  £5.20  with 10 x S1 vials

B1GSC  £6.50  with 10 x S1SC vials

CB1 Box
79x60x20mm. White box with hinged lid 

and cardboard fitment for holding up to  

5x 2g vials (S1/S1SC) White 

CB1  £3.96  empty box 

CB1S1  £4.00 with 5 x S1 vials 

CB1SC  £4.36  with 5 x S1SC vials

CB50 Box
259x144x22mm. With lift off lid and 

cardboard fitment for holding  

up to 50x 2g vials (S1/S1SC) 

Black 

CB50  £19.59 (empty box)

CB50S1  £22.72 (with 50 x S1 vials)

CB50SC  £27.68 (with 50 x S1SC vials)

D30BOX £2.85
Box used for storing 

and posting 5 of the 

moulded glass bottle 

range. Suitable for screw 

cap or dropper bottles from 

10ml to 30ml. 

Measures: 250x132x35mm

PB  £5.65 Posting box with 18mm holed  

  platform to hold 50 bottles  

  

PB24  £5.35 Posting box with 24mm holed  

  platform to hold 28 bottles  

  

HCP  £3.04 18mm holed platform only 

  to hold 50 bottles

HCP24  £2.74 24mm holed platform only 

  to hold 28 bottles

B1
217

(S1

            

      

B1

B1

B1

B1

D30
Box

ra

cap 

10m

Mea

20% discount
when you order 20 + boxes

“Forget safety. Live where you fear to live. Destroy your 

reputation. Be notorious.” - Oscar Wilde
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Glass Storage Jar with 

Wooden Scoop
3-litre capacity, durable glass jar 

with a screw top lid. Ideal for the 

storage of your tablets & pillules 

or anything else you can think 

of. Holds approximately two 

kilos of Sac-Lac and comes 

with a FREE wooden scoop. The 

scoop can be used to fill bottles 

as small as S5 with pillules.  

JARS  £9.99

Fibreboard Grid Material
This is a strong and flexible 

material which we provide 

in 2m lengths that can be 

trimmed to size with scissors.  

If your bottles aren’t a standard 

size, you have a particular 

drawer or case in mind, or 

you’re just not sure how much 

to order, then give us a call. 

If you’d prefer us to cut the 

material for you, we charge £5 for up to 5 strips and £10 for 6 strips or 

more. Please note, we cannot refund any 2m lengths once they have 

been cut.

FG46     £7.75     per 2m length. Holds 4 x 3.5ml MPB

FG44  £7.84 per 2m length. Holds 4 x 3.5ml old style MPB

FG37  £8.00 per 2m length. Holds 4 x S5/S10, 4 x S7, 4 x DD

FG33  £8.36 per 2m length. Holds 1 x D30

FG27  £8.54 per 2m length. Holds 1 x S10W, 1 x Helios 7ml  

  Medicating Potency Bottles 

FG24  £8.71 per 2m length holds 4 x S1, 4 x S1SC, 1 x 7ml  

  MPB8, S15

To choose the grid size you require, place  

your bottles on the squares illustrated to  

ensure optimum fit.

FG44

FG37

FG33

FG27
FG24

Leather Keyrings
A neat little storage solution for carrying a small number of 

remedies while you’re out and about. Real leather keyring in a 

variety of colours with elastic fittings for the vials. Please state 

which colour you would like when ordering: Black, Grey or Pink.

KRBA  £7.25 Black with x 4 vials 

KRGA  £7.25 Gray with x 4 vials

KRPA £7.25 Pink with x 4vials

Glass Storage Jar with 

lass jar

l for the

s & pillules

an think

ely two

omes

coop. The

l bottles

s.

Plastic Boxes
Small moulded boxes that contain their own internal moulded 

grid. These boxes are ideal for First Aid kits. They hold the very

small S1 or S1SC vials. Please state colour when ordering - Red, 

Blue, Green  or Smoke – subject to availability.

 Small Box 140 x 75 x 50mm

The Helios Basic Box

DH18 £14.92 empty

DH36 £19.06 empty 

Measures: 140x100x40mm. A foam-lined 

box for vials, the same as that used for the 

Helios Homeopathic Basic Kits. We 

are able to offer these with 

or without the empty 2g 

vials. The DH18 has plain 

foam in the lid; if you wish 

to extend beyond 18 remedies, 

opt for the DH36 which has foam  

cut-outs in the lid as well as the base.

DH18S1 £18.02  with 18 x S1 vials 

DH18SC £19.73  with 18 x S1SC vials 

DH36S1 £23.62  with 36 x S1 vials 

DH36SC £28.98  with 36 x S1SC vials

   PB50   £5.90 Empty box

   PB50S1 £12.50 Box with 50 x S1 vials

   PB50SC £18.00 Box with 50 x S1SC vials

Large Box 140 x 140 x 50mm

PB100 £9.90   Empty box

PB100S1 £21.92  Box with 100 x S1 vials

PB100SC £33.35   Box with 100 S1SC vials 

Slimline Wallet 102 x 140 x 20mm

W18   £10.77  Empty Box 

W18S1  £12.42  Box with 18 x S1 vials

      W18SC  £13.65  Box with 18 x S1SC vials
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Free delivery on all orders over £25



Plastic Cases
Constructed from lightweight polypropylene with integral hinges, 

catches, and handle with a grey foam insert in the lid. All of these 

cases utilise the fibreboard grid material. These cases are available 

with any of the grid sizes from page 22 – if the size you require is not  

                                  listed, please request a price.

Wooden Cabinets
Pine, four and five-drawer units. Both units measure: 

415mm x 480mm x 310mm. The four drawer unit has 3 

x drawers 105mm deep  to hold the (D30 bottle) and 1 x 

drawer 90mm deep. The five drawer unit has 5 x drawers 

90mm deep. Choose your grid combination to house your 

remedies. Dependent on stock availability, there can be a 

wait of up to two months for these items.

Plastic Cases
Constructed from lightweight polypropylene with integral hinges,

catches, and handle with a grey foam insert in the lid. All of these 

cases utilise the fibreboard grid material. These cases are available 

with any of the grid sizes from page 22 – if the size you require is not 

uest a price.

 

Plastic Medium Case 350x250x50mm

        MP37  £95.00
         for S5 bottles (176 bottles)

        MP24  £115.00
         for S1, S1SC vials (468 vials)

Plastic Large Case 405x295x90mm

      LP27  £95.76 

        for MPB8 bottles (117 bottles)

 LP46  £79.24
      for MPB bottles (176 bottles)

      LP37  £84.72 

        for S5, S10 bottles (266 bottles)

       LP24  £101.00
       for S15, MPB8 bottles (138 bottles)

Plastic Small Case 260x200x80mm

SP46 £26.50 for MPB bottles (83 bottles)

SP37 £26.90 for S5, S10, D5, D10 bottles 

(124 bottles)

SP24  £39.95 for S15, MPB8 bottles  

(70 bottles)

SP27  £36.80 for MPB8 bottles (57 bottles)  

Cherrywood Case
A beautiful hardwood case handmade locally. The case is finished with 

a simple natural wax that protects and enhances the natural grain of 

the timber without adding 

colour. Includes grid and 4 

sheets of label E.

Wooden Boxes
Alder wood boxes suitable for  

homeopathic remedies, flower  

essences and aromatherapy  

products. Finished to a high  

standard with a wax  

polish.

WB10 £37.50 223x100x90mm.  

Designed to hold 40 bottles of 18mm diameter,  

up to 83mm tall (D10)

WB30 £42.50 307x200x122mm.

Designed to hold 40 bottles of 38mm diameter (D25/D30)

Wooden Cases
Linden wood case with  

a leather handle and brass  

fittings. Price includes grid.

Measures: 450mm x  

300mm x 85mm

HC46 £285.00 for MPB 

bottles (247 bottles)

HC37 £290.75 for S10 bottles 

(384 bottles)

HC27 £301.45 for S10W bottles (176 bottles)

HC24 £305.25 for S15, MPB8 bottles (216 bottles)

4DSU £159.99  

4-drawer unit without grid

5DSU £159.99  

5-drawer unit without grid

D46GRID £22.50  

for MPB bottles (154 bottles)

D37GRID £28.59  

for S5, S10, D5, D10 bottles  

(252 bottles)

D33GRID £31.72 up to 30mm diameter (70 bottles)

D27GRID £45.15 for S10W & D10W (108 bottles)

D24GRID £46.00 for S15, MPB8 bottles (130 bottles)

D48GRID £22.40 as D24 but with less grid/larger 

squares (120 bottles)

( )
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     LP24
                  for S15, M

Plastic Small C

with any of the grid sizes from page 

                                     listed, pleaase requ

Plastic Me

       MP37
        for S5 

       MP24
         for S1,

Plastic Larg

4D
4-d

5D
5-d

D4
for 

D3
for 

(25

10% off
when you order 10 + boxes

Plastic 
cases

 Measures: 370mm x 310mm  

x 88mm and holds bottles up to 78mm tall

WC46 £85.99 for MPB bottles (154 bottles)

WC37 £88.99 for S10 bottles (252 bottles)

WC33 £100.15 up to 30mm diameter x 75mm max 

height (70 bottles)

WC24 £100.35 for S15, MPB8, S5BL bottles  

(130 bottles)

WC48 £84.25 as WC24 but with less grid/larger 

squares (120 bottles)
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The breadth of knowledge and experience in the alternative health and self-

development worlds is fascinating and inspiring. In this section, we hope to pass on 

some of that inspiration through our wide range of books, CD’s, DVD’s and posters. 

Practitioners will find a mass of useful information from provings to training CDs and 

‘go-to’ manuals for those tricky cases. For something a little different, turn to the 

practice posters section and brighten up your clinic today!

Or perhaps you’re a parent struggling with the issue of vaccination? A difficult topic to 

grapple with but we have a number of books to offer support and practical advice on 

the subject. Don’t forget to take a look at the self-development section too, for life-

affirming philosophies and techniques tried and tested by many of our staff.  

Read on and be inspired! 

Books and Other Media

Homeopathy General Interest
A Pictorial Guide to 
Homeopathy
Vivian Rawnsley & Judith Scott

FCARD  £12.95

An easy-to-use, 44-page illustrated self-help guide on how to  

treat common ailments using homeopathy. One of our most  

popular books.

Understanding Homoeopathy

Sarah Worne

UHB  £1.99
Succinct and informative, this little 

book is the perfect introduction to 

homeopathy. It takes the reader through 

many of the issues raised by those new to the subject such as the 

origins and history, benefits of treatment, when it is appropriate to 

self-prescribe and when professional treatment is called for. 

Homeopathy for the Patient

David Munnings

HOM £3

This booklet has served as an introduction 

and encouragement to thousands of patients 

since it was first published in 1980. Send 

one to every prospective patient before their 

consultation and save yourself hours of explanations. Royalties from 

the sale of this book are donated to Homeopathy Action Trust.

A Basic Guide to 

Homoeopathy
Mary Aspinwall

BGH  £2.95

An attractive full-colour booklet. 

Covers the use of 36 remedies in 

First Aid situations. Clear, concise 

and practical, it complements the Helios Homeopathy 

range of remedies.

Obtaining  
Optimum Health

Roger Dyson, Rona Francis & Jóna 

Ágústa Ragnheiðardóttir 

OOH  £10.99
This book explains why there may 

be long-term, chronic conditions 

despite appropriate treatment. It 

explores environmental factors such as electromagnetic 

stress, geopathic stress and chemical toxins, providing 

practical solutions for dealing with them.

Catalogue of 

Homeopathic Remedies

David Sault

RCATA  £5.99
A simple but clever idea for 

keeping track of all your remedies 

in their different potencies.  

The booklet is produced in A5 size 

with plenty of room to add new remedies.

Free delivery on all orders over £25
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PresentChild: A gift for you and  
your family  Janita Venema

PC   £22.75
The PresentChild Method shows clearly how your 

child’s dedication to your happiness in life is just 

as active and fierce as yours is to theirs. The only 

difference is that your child uses the languages of 

play, development, behaviour or symptoms, to make 

clear what needs adjustment in your life. 

Homeopathic Clinical Pictures 1 
J A Gothe & J Drinnenberg

HCP1   £39.00
This is how learning should be - fun! Memorising, 

analysing, repertorising, theorising, philosophising - 

homeopathy is full of mental labour.

Homeopathic Clinical Pictures 2 
J A Gothe & J Drinnenberg

HCP2   £39.00
This is how learning should be - fun! Memorising, 

analysing, repertorising, theorising, philosophising - 

homeopathy is full of mental labour.

The Triad Method   Hilary Fairclough

TTM   £12.99
The Triad Method is a book written for homeopaths, 

whatever their prescribing style, who are looking for 

a way to approach complex cases. When practising 

in Botswana at the height of the HIV and AIDS crisis, 

Hilary Fairclough developed a way to prescribe 

homeopathically for the complex cases of pathology, 

trauma and drug toxicity she encountered there.

Millie and Tillie meet Arnica 
Teresa Simeon

MATA   £6.99
This is a beautiful magical story about an 

inquisitive 7 year old girl named Millie and 

her magical black cat called Tillie, who seek 

to find out more about our fascinating 

world of plants and natural remedies.

From Cave to Computer
Maria Jevtic

FCTC   £11.95
This book describes the origins of the 

homeopathic miasms through the eyes of 

social evolution. It links the aetiology of 

each miasm to a monumental change in 

the subjective and objective experience of 

specific societies.

Something in the Water
Sue Lanzon

SITW   £8.99
Something in the Water offers an unusual 

insight into the practice of homeopathy 

through a collection of stories taken from 

the real life and work of a contemporary 

homeopath.

The Poisoned Well
Maria Jevtic

TPW   £11.95
This book was conceived as a sequel to 

From Cave to Computer. Having explored 

where chronic disease came from and 

how it evolved alongside human social 

evolution, Maria would now like to 

bring into the discussion the issues of 

the meaning and purpose of disease. So 

whereas the first book told how it all came 

about, this second book delves deeper into 

the why. In a similar way to From Cave to 

Computer, The Poisoned Well takes a fresh 

look and encourages a new approach to 

arrive at possible answers.

Love Money, Money Loves You 
Sarah McCrum

LMMLY   £9.90
This book came out of the author sitting down one  

day and asking the question “if money could talk to me 

what would it tell me?” The answer was simply “love 

me, smile at me, collect me, enjoy me”. A philosophy 

that could well be applied to all areas of life.

MatMed Cards - Packs 1 & 2
Rachel RobertsRachel Roberts

A brilliant way to make the Materia Medica accessible and 

memorable. There are sixty remedies per pack abbreviated into 

index cards that show the most important aspects of the remedy.

Following a consistent format, the cards are a quick and easy 

reference source.

You benefit from a 10% discount by buying both packs together!

“Everything is for your own best interests”  

                   ACIM

tel: 01263 588788 | hsconline.co.uk

Pack 1 & 2 - MMC £45.00

Pack 1  - MMC1 £25.00 
Pack 2 - MMC2 £25.00



The Complete Homeopathy 
Handbook
Miranda Castro

PCHH  £15.99
Written by one of this country’s most 

experienced and talented homeopaths, this 

is a beautifully presented book. More than 

a First Aid manual, it describes the process 

involved in arriving at the accurate prescription. The Materia 

Medica contains 100 remedy pictures and is very easy to read.

Homoeopathy for  
Mother and Baby
Miranda Castro

PHMB £16.99
A comprehensive guide to the whole 

process of pregnancy, birth, and babyhood. 

Encouraging and supportive to all parents, 

this book is well received by homeopaths, 

the caring professions and patients alike.

 “This book has helped me going through  

my pregnancy, birth and ongoing life with  

confidence and trust”.

                               Emmanuelle Delpech-Ramey

Your Healthy Child  
with Homeopathy

Tricia Allen

YHCWH  £8.99
An excellent down-to-earth guide by an 

experienced homeopath and mother offering 

practical help and advice on the years 

from birth to teenager. Covers common 

complaints as well as a section on constitutional types and a brief 

Materia Medica. Highly informative and supportive for any parent. 

The Homeopathic Treatment  

of Eczema

Robin Logan

HTE  £15.20
This book provides a detailed and 

practical guide to the use of classical 

homeopathy in the treatment of skin 

conditions. Robin’s work is rooted in the 

experience of hundreds of cases and is an 

authoritative treatise on this commonly met, but often difficult 

to treat condition.

Get Well Soon

The School of Homeopathy, Devon

GWS  £4.99
This extremely popular book has been 

completely revised and expanded to over 

100 pages covering 36 remedies. It gives a 

very practical introduction to homeopathy 

and homeopathic First Aid. Delightful 

illustrations provide an attractive and useful learning medium.

Homoeopathic Treatment  

of Small Animals

Chris Day

HTSA  £11.95
An extremely practical book with excellent 

detail on the treatment of conditions. Very 

clear and articulate, this book contains 

some of the best writing on homeopathic 

philosophy available. An excellent complement to the new Helios 

Homeopathy Kit for Pets (see page 26).

Homoeopathy, Immunity  

and Infectious Diseases

Susan Curtis

HAI  £7.50
A practical guide for travellers and parents, 

this book helps you to understand and 

minimise the risks of the main infectious 

diseases. Includes hepatitis, influenza, 

malaria, measles, tetanus, whooping cough and more. Explains  

how to use homeopathic remedies, Materia Medica and First Aid kits 

for travellers and parents.

An Educated Decision

Christina Head

AED  £9.99
A homeopathic approach to the issue of 

vaccination and the potential problems  

arsing from it. This book provides  

information and encouragement for  

parents struggling to educate themselves  

on this issue. Case histories describe the treatment of children 

suffering the ill effects of vaccines, and gives accounts of interviews 

with parents who chose to refuse vaccination.

Comparing Natural Immunity  

with Vaccination

Trevor Gunn

CVACC  £5.99
Based on a lecture given by Trevor, 

a graduate in medical biochemistry 

and a practising homeopath, in which 

he challenges the accepted wisdom 

regarding cause and prevention of disease. A thought-provoking 

book that looks at the history and development of germ theory 

and discusses how this has influenced thinking about disease. 

Questions the conventional standpoint that illness is caused by 

germs and that vaccination is the solution. 

Health: The Only Immunity

Ian Sinclair

HTOI  £6
This booklet is based upon natural health philosophy 

and presents a clear and simple explanation on how 

to prevent childhood illness, and how to  

keep children in peak physical health –  

all without drugs and vaccines.

The ‘Informed Parent’ is a self-help  group promoting awareness and understanding about immunisation.  

For more information visit: www.informedparent.co.uk
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Free delivery on all orders over £25



Multilingual Card

MLING  £1.80
A plastic laminated A5 card that will fit into 

any travel bag and fits into the Helios kits 

when folded. Explains in 9 languages that 

homeopathic remedies are natural, safe and 

nontoxic and the all important fact that they 

should not be subjected to x-rays. 

Marketing Without Advertising

Michael Phillips & Salli Rasberry

MARKET  £19.99

A book guaranteed to inspire and enthuse 

you, no matter how long you’ve been in 

practice. Whether you’re a self-employed 

practitioner or running a small business, 

this is all you’ll ever need to implement high impact, low-cost 

marketing strategies.

Bach Flower Remedies

Julian Barnard

BFR  £14.99
This book details the way in 

which the flower remedies of Dr. 

Edward Bach are used, and gives 

instructions for the way they 

are made. The book is both a work of reference, and a 

practical guide for those who wish to help themselves 

with this natural, safe and effective form of healing.

Understanding…
The Understanding range of books for specific conditions. 

These guides aim to support patients with common and treatable 

complaints that tend to respond well to a range of holistic 

treatments, including homeopathy. Use them to enhance your 

treatment or sell them on to patients who would benefit from  

using them. 

Understanding Thrush  

& Candida

USTHR  £3.50

Understanding  

Men’s Vitality

USMV  £2.50

Students & Practitioners

Books by Ian Watson
Ian has been involved in 

homeopathy and healing for 

over 25 years. His books are well 

written, informative and provide 

practical insights. 

The Tao of Homeopathy 
TTOH  £8.95
There are many books on how to practice homeopathy 

but this one is different! Makes a lovely gift for anyone 

as it explores what it means to be homeopathic, not 

just as a healthcare discipline but as a way of life. 

Intended to serve as a bridge linking the philosophies 

and practice of homeopathy and taoism.

Miasms

MIAS  £8.95
As always, Ian’s insights are clear and of practical 

therapeutic value. A valuable contribution in 

putting the issue of miasms into our current day 

understanding of psychology.

Aspects of Homoeopathy –  

Musculo-Skeletal Problems

MSP  £7.95
Based on a lecture by Ian, this book is eminently 

readable. A treasure trove of information about 

remedies, their affinities and case analysis. Clear 

philosophy and understanding of what needs to be 

cured in ailments of our human frame.

A Guide to the Methodologies  

of Homoeopathy

MGTH  £8.95
A succinct and comprehensive reference book that 

describes the various approaches that can be used in 

analysing and prescribing on a case. Covers everything 

from Arborvital Medicine to Polypharmacy to 

Tautopathy and more. 

Understanding MMR

USMMR  £2.50

Understanding Stress

USSTR  £3.50

HRT Alternatives

Susan Curtis

HRT  £2.50

Written by a practitioner with many years of 

experience, HRT Alternatives will help you to treat 

the main problems associated with the menopause 

using tried and tested natural remedies.
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“Your past is not your potential. In any hour you 

can choose to liberate the future.”                 

Marilyn Ferguson
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Treat Yourself

Suzanne Hartley

TYSF  £20
An introductory course aimed at anyone 

wishing to discover the basic principles 

of homeopathy and how to use it. Very 

easy to use and packed with a good mix 

of theory, case studies, exercises and 

assessments. Can be used for self-teaching or teaching others. 

Includes a CD containing teaching materials.

Remedy Notes

John Wallace

RNOTES  £9.99
Very useful notes on 45 remedies 

presented in a distinctive format with 

allusions to well-known personality types. 

Visual prompts and note format make it 

ideal for memorisation of key features.  

Remedy Notes 2

John Wallace

RNOTES2  £15.99
A further 61 remedies including bowel 

nosodes concisely described in this 

popular format. 

Remedy Relationships
Thomas Blasig & Peter Vint – translated 

from German by Phil Edmonds & Hanna 

Waldbaum

RR  £12.99
Provides the complementary, antidotal, 

and inimical remedies for nearly 500 

remedies. Records remedy cycles detailing 

sequences of remedies found to work in 

practice and gives related bowel nosodes. An extremely valuable 

reference book bringing together information from many 

respected sources.

Homeopathy and  
Mental Health Care
Edited by Christoper K. Johannes,  

PhD & Harry van der Zee, MD

HMHC  £26
This timely, compelling, and useful 

book offers a comprehensive look at 

the integration of homeopathy and 

mental health care. Bringing together 23 leading healthcare 

professionals from around the world in a diverse collection of 

provocative and clinically relevant chapters. This book offers 

the student, professional, and non-professional alike a clear 

and inspiring guide to the healing power and potential of 

homeopathy in mental health care.

Carcinosin (3rd edition)

Robert Micklem

CARC  £5.99
This publication remains the definitive 

work on this remedy. Based on 

references from around the world, 

this introductory essay on medical 

and psychological features of cancer 

sufferers offers considerable insight into identifying the type of 

patients who would benefit from this remedy. 

Homeopathic Remedy Pictures 

– Studying with Cartoons

Alexander Gothe and Julia Drinnenberg

HRP  £41.45
How about this hilarious but highly 

informative book to make learning 

Materia Medica easy? As instructive as 

it is amusing, whether you’re a student 

or practitioner, you’ll find yourself laughing out loud at some of 

the sharply-observed cartoons – you won’t be able to forget the 

characteristics of the remedies!

Medical Homeopathy

Steve Smith

MH  £30
Hardback book covering each bodily 

system with a contents page for each 

system. Each chapter provides an 

overview, useful terms, organ pathology, 

and a look at conventional and 

homeopathic treatment, including the 

most frequently prescribed remedies. Very clearly presented, this 

book will be a much used reference tool in your practice.

What Needs to be Cured?

Dawn Waterhouse

WNEED  £5.95
Thoroughly researched and presented, 

this booklet applies our accumulated 

understanding of mind research to 

case analysis. Puts into a psychological 

framework what needs to happen in 

identifying what needs to be cured. Will serve as a student bible 

for all you ever need to know for an exam. A timely refresher for 

practitioners of all those philosophical insights they’d forgotten 

they used to know.

The Unfolded Organon

Peter Crockett

UORGA  £9.99
Reveals the clarity of Hahnemann’s Organon 

and frees it from unnecessary repetition. 

Clearly headed and thoroughly indexed, each 

paragraph is reproduced in summary form 

containing the fundamental ideas. 

Free delivery on all orders over £25
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Books by  
Melissa Assilem
Melissa has been involved in 

homeopathic practice and 

teaching for over 25 years. 

Her writing is easily accessible, 

entertaining and inspirational. 

NEW Matridonal Remedies of the 

Humanum Family 
MRHM  £27.60
The latest book by this popular author has been 

years in its conception. The remedies Lac humanum, 

Folliculinum, Placenta humana, Vernix caseosa, 

Amniota humana and Umbilicus humanus are 

beautifully described, key themes drawn out, and 

comparisons made to similar remedies. These are 

remedies to consider when our greatest gift, the sense 

of self, is challenged.

The Mad Hatter’s Tea Party (4th edition)

MHAT £14.75
A popular guide to the remedies of Thea, Coffea, 

Sacchrum officinarum and Lac humanum. Each 

fascinating essay presents a mix of their historical, 

metaphysical, psychological and physiological 

significance. Real life cases bring these remedies to life. 

“This book is fantastic – it is clear, detailed  

and very helpful. Everything is laid out really well 

and has interesting cases. I have found the book 

very pleasant to read and suggest it to anyone 

who is really interested in the field. Written by an 

author who obviously knows her subject in great 

depth.” 

Homeopathy International, Spring 2009

Women Ripening through  

the Menopause

WRM  £17.50
A thought-provoking and empowering book full of 

information for women and for those who love and 

care for them. Melissa shares her personal perceptions, 

learned crone wisdom and insights as an experienced 

women’s homeopathic practitioner. Among the remedy 

picture essences are Sepia, Cimicifuga, Folliculinum, 

Lachesis, Arsenicum, Helonius and Senecio. 

Little Miracles

Carole Cook

LMIR  £5.99
Well researched and referenced, quoting 

sources from the Organon as well as 

articles and books from experienced 

practitioners. This book covers everything 

you need to know about LM prescribing. 

A Practical Guide to Methods of 
Homeopathic Prescribing

Ellen Kramer

MHP  £9.99
A collection of some of the better tested 

prescribing methods in clinical use. An 

inspiring and useful book for expanding your 

toolkit of case-taking and analysis, drawing  

you closer to the ideal of individualised case-management. 

Information on ‘whole-patient’ methods such as classical, totality, 

physical generals, miasmatic and layers, and ‘part-patient’ such as 

aetiological, tautopathic, detox therapeutic and more. 

The Link – A Homeopathic 
Approach to Healing using the 
Bowel Nosodes

Doris Beauchamp

LINK  £19.95
“A connection can certainly be made 

between every dis-ease and an ‘imbalance’ 

in the gut flora”. This is a detailed book 

linking the bowel nosodes to iridology, the 

energetic bodies, the chakras, colours, glands, flower essences, 

remedies, tissue salts, even astrological signs. Incorporating so 

many areas of interest allows this book to appeal and relate to a 

wide audience. Well laid out, it has clear contents, index, tables, and 

charts to allow for easy reference.

Chakra Prescribing and 
Homoeopathy

Graham Martin

CPH  £19.99
An in-depth study of the chakra system, 

this book is for anyone who wishes to gain 

a deep understanding of the chakras and 

how they relate to miasms, the body and 

life forces. As you discover the energetic 

inter-relation of the chakra system, you are taken on your own 

journey of increasing consciousness. Expect a few ‘a-ha’ moments 

with this book! 

The Dispensing Pocket Book

Sally Thornton

DPB  £1.99
Produced in response to requests from 

customers, this booklet provides clear 

information on the technicalities of 

purchasing, dispensing and storing remedies as well as acting as 

an introduction to the services of HSC and Helios Homeopathy.

LM Potencies (3rd edition)

Robert Barker

LM  £3.99
This small booklet continues to be a 

best-seller on the subject. Incorporates 

articles by 4 different authors and 

describes Hahnemann’s progression 

into LMs, their pharmaceutical 

preparation, practical advice on how to get started and cases 

to illustrate their use in daily practice. 

tel: 01263 588788 | hsconline.co.uk
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Using Mappa Mundi  
in Homeopathy

USMM  £6.95
Using the ‘Circle’ you can see your 

case as a state of balance between the 

humours and elements. All explained 

in a very clear and practical way. 

Using Realms in 
Homeopathy

USRE  £6.95
Make it easier to spot the remedy by 

understanding the nature and issues of 

different realms, such as the sea or sky. 

This book is useful for those reading 

any of the Transformation between the 

Realms series. 

Using Miasms in 
Homeopathy

USMI  £6.95
Central to homeopathy since its  

earliest days, miasms provide insight 

into the particular nature and 

character of a case. 

Using Philosophy in 
Homeopathy

USPH  £6.95
Deepen your understanding of 

philosophy to enhance your finding of 

the remedy and management of cases. 

Using Correspondences  
in Homeopathy

USCO  £6.95
Homeopathy has always recognised 

that a disease is a physical manifestation 

of a central but intangible disturbance  

of the Vital Force. Only by 

understanding the relationship between 

symptoms and the disturbance can we 

understand the disease.

Books by Peter Fraser
Peter Fraser’s books are always 

thought provoking, insightful, and 

rather addictive; once you’ve read 

one, you’ll want to read them all.  

Using Provings  
in Homeopathy

USPR  £7.95
Understanding how a proving works and  

how to read a proving gives us a much clearer 

picture of what we know about a remedy and  

how we know it.

Insects – Escaping the Earth

INSECT  £7.95
The largest and most important class of the  

animal kingdom, the issues for insects  

correspond to those of the modern world  

and modern disease.

Spiders – Suspended  
between Earth and Sky

SPIDER  £6.95
Develop the ability to identify a ‘spider’ case and  

be able to differentiate between spider remedies.

Snakes – Drawing Power  
from the Underworld

SNAKE  £6.95
A description of the snake remedies in general 

and the symptoms indicating the need for a snake 

remedy. Also includes a differentiation between 

individual snakes, some of which are well known 

but many of which are new or little understood.

Birds - Seeking the Freedom of the Sky  
BIRDS  £15
The Bird remedies have rapidly become a 

significant part of practice. This book brings 

together information on 40 different remedies. It 

provides a general outline and then looks at the 

individual remedies. It also looks at the emerging 

relationships between bird families and such things 

as the relationship between predator and prey.

The AIDS Miasm

AIDS  £18
Describes how technological advances have been 

paralleled by a totally new miasm: AIDS. Illustrates 

how the new homeopathic remedies are true 

pictures of the needs of today’s patients.

 
Drug Remedies

DR  £14.95
The remedies that move between the Realms of Sea, 

Earth, Sky and Underworld have a particular dynamic 

relationship to that transformation. Understanding 

this dynamic helps to understand the group as a 

whole and to find the subtle difference between its 

members. Groups include the Insects, the Birds, the 

Spiders, the Snakes and the Drugs.
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Free delivery on all orders over £25
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Repertory of Meditative Provings

Susan Palmer

MPROV  £14.95
A practical reference to twenty new 

and unusual remedies with the focus on 

repertory: Ayahuasca, Bayleaf, Berlin Wall, 

Chalcancite, Clay, Emerald, Sea Holly, Copper 

Beech, Goldfish, Holly, British Earthworm, 

Medorrhinum American, Oak, Obsidian-black, Purple, Rose-quartz, 

Crack Willow, Winchelsea, Strawberry and Sycamore Seed. 

Books by Jeremy Sherr 
Jeremy Sherr has become a leading 

authority on homeopathic provings. His 

books are a treasure trove of information 

and are essential reading on this subject. 

Provings
The Homeopathic  
Proving of Cling Film

Stuart Deeks

CLIN  £16
This proving is informative, clear and 

interesting - a great contribution to 

the world of homeopathy. Clearly a 

big remedy for many people - not very 

surprising given the way in which the 

chemical constituents of plastic have entered our food chain 

and therefore the very cells of our being.

The Homeopathic Proving  
of Spectrum

Jill Dransfield

SPEC  £10.99
This proving is an inspiration at many 

levels, providing insight and hope to those 

feeling overwhelmed and exhausted by life, 

whatever disease label they’ve been given. 

The Rabbit Proving  
(Rabbit’s Blood)

The Proving Collective

RABBIT  £9.95
Essentially a female remedy (up there 

with Pulsatilla, Sepia, Nat. mur.), it will be 

of use to many of your clients, particularly 

those struggling with fertility issues. 

There is also a bigger picture here, akin 

to Phosphorous and Argentum nitricum – a useful constitutional 

remedy in your practice. 

The Dynamics and Methodology of 

Homoeopathic Provings (2nd edition)

DYN  £15
Drawing upon his extensive experience as a provings supervisor, 

Jeremy Sherr sets out the guidelines and ground rules for 

conducting a homeopathic proving based on Hahnemann’s 

methods. An essential text for anyone wishing to carry out a 

proving or simply to develop a deeper understanding of the 

process. Includes a register of new provings from the last 20 years.

Dynamic Provings Volume 1

PROV  £28
The introduction to each remedy is interwoven with myths, 

stories and poetic imagery which so often feature in our 

understanding of Materia Medica. Volume 1 contains 442 

fascinating pages including: Diamond, Scorpion, Rape Seed Oil, 

Germanium, American Bald Eagle, Iridium and Neon.

Dynamic Provings Volume 2

PROV2  £32
Volume 2 contains 841 pages following the same format as 

Volume 1. Remedies covered include: Brassica Napus (Rape 

Seed), Bewick Swan, Whooper Swan, Olive, Pacific Salmon, 

Cracked Willow, English Yew Tree and Pacific Yew Tree. 

The Homoeopathic Proving of Plutonium

PLUT  £14
Disturbing but fascinating, this book will take you on a 

journey of discovery about nuclear radiation. The potential 

Plutonium holds for our destruction while at the same time 

the illustrative case show seeds of hope which are contained 

within this most toxic of man-made substances.

The Homoeopathic Proving of Chocolate

CHOC  £12
If you want to see why your patients (or you!) have such a 

desire or aversion to chocolate, then this is the book to read. 

Fascinating anecdotes and historical facts plus the detailed 

prover’s responses showing themes of animal instinctual 

natures suppressed by over-civilised society and the 

nourishing and raising of children. 

The Homoeopathic Proving  
of Hydrogen

The Dynamis School

HYD  £10
A proving on this most fundamental of all substances with 

some of the provers experiencing symptoms at the deepest, 

most profound level. In the words of one; “I felt in the 

presence of a totally pure energy - like meeting God”. 

“Consistency is the last refuge of the 

unimaginative.”                              Oscar Wilde

Buy more, pay less!
Discount on multiple copies of a single title (not the total invoice value):

· 15% on orders of £50 and over     · 20% on orders of £100 and over 

· 25% on orders of £150 and over 

tel: 01263 588788 | hsconline.co.uk
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What Doctors Don’t Tell You 

WDDTY  £4.25 (per issue)
What Doctors Don’t Tell You is an 

exciting new magazine which aims to 

meet the demand of those seeking 

information about alternatives to 

conventional medicine. This 96-page 

monthly magazine presents news 

stories, case studies, health advice, alternative remedies and 

family health in an easy-to-read format.

EFT in your Pocket

Isy Grigg EIYP  £4.99
Takes you step-by-step through all you 

need to know about the basic technique, 

with photographs to illustrate basic 

tapping positions.

Introduction to A Course 
in Miracles

INTRO  £1.95
A wonderful overview of the Course, 

this booklet is a very good synopsis and 

introduction to the Miracles found within. 

Just Turn Up
Georgina Smith       JTUP  £12.99
Book & CD. Become proficient in meditation 

quickly by using this easy to follow guide. This 

succinct book provides the information 

you need to understand how to meditate 

whilst the CD takes you gently into the 

realms of meditation states. All you need 

to do, quite literally, is ‘just turn up’.

The Power of Now

Eckhart Tolle TPON  £8.99
An incredibly powerful book that can change 

how you live your life from the very first 

chapter. Works as an experiential text which 

you will wish to dip into time and time again. 

Welcome to living in the Now!

Miracle Cards

MCARD  £13.50

Insight from A Course in Miracles

IMCARD  £15.50
This new collection of more than 200 quotations from A Course 

in Miracles is the long-awaited sequel to the popular Wisdom 

from A Course in Miracles cards first introduced more than 

thirty-five years ago. The quotes in this 

set are completely different from those 

found in the Wisdom Cards set.

A Course in Miracles (2nd Edition)

MIRACLES  £25
A Course in Miracles is a unique synthesis 

of contemporary psychology and ancient 

spiritual wisdom that can open our heart to 

our true divine nature. A timeless mechanism 

for embarking on a spiritual journey of self-

discovery and the miracles of our existence. 

This publication comprises text, a workbook 

for students, and a manual for the teacher.

Self Development

 “The most powerful and life-changing book I’ve ever read 

so far. Every word in it will resonate within you as pure, 

untarnished and unblemished truth.”

Flavio Guell Casalvolone 

Second Simillimum, book by

Peter Chapell

SS  £28
This book provides an enormous 

breakthrough in offering the possibility 

of treating millions of people who are 

today affected by both the acute and 

chronic effects of epidemic disease.

Whether it be malaria or Parkinson’s, this work is a truly 

thought provoking exploration of some of our most basic 

assumptions about homeopathic treatment.

Buy more, pay less!
Discount on multiple copies of a single title (not the total invoice value):

· 15% on orders of £50 and over     · 20% on orders of £100 and over 

· 25% on orders of £150 and over 

Free delivery on all orders over £25

A boxed set of 218 texts directly from A 

Course in Miracles. Randomly choose a 

card at any time and see how appropriate 

it is for your current situation.



We don’t vaccinate!

by Michael Leitner

WDV  £15
A documentary that tackles the 

issue of vaccination head on, with 

information put forward sensitively 

in a straightforward manner. The 

subject of vaccination is enormous 

- this film highlights some of the 

main concerns that parents and caregivers have about immunisation. 

Explores the marketing techniques and power exerted by the 

drug industry and offers information on alternatives to traditional 

vaccination.

Homeopathic First Aid Course – 
Teaching Package

CD 
HFAC  £45.96
Would you like to run a First Aid course but don’t 

know where to start? Professionally produced, 

this CD is intended to help people build their 

practices through running professional First Aid courses. It provides 

the complete lesson plans and content for 4 sessions, or 12 hours 

of teaching. PowerPoint presentation, script, handouts, questions, 

practice cases; all the materials you require to run a successful 

course (Qualified/Registered homeopaths only).

Training Aids & AccessoriesCHARITABLE GIVING  
EBOLA, AIDS, MALARIA, GENOCIDE
A NEW approach

If you want to make a difference in the way the world treats 

these conditions, then join us in supporting the homeopathic 

resonance healing work of the  

Amma Resonance Healing Foundation

The ARHF charity was begun by Peter Chappell (RSHom) 

and Dr Harry van der Zee and has had remarkable success 

in treating thousands of people suffering from epidemic and 

chronic diseases in the developing world. ARHF offers training 

and treatment programs in Africa and other low-income 

countries and 

its expansion is 

limited solely by 

the funds they 

have available.

The PC 

Resonances used 

in treatment are 

based on a new development within homeopathy and are 

effective, safe, low-cost and require only a short training period 

to reliably use them. Resonances can also be broadcast as a 

sound, so offer a unique solution to epidemics such as Ebola 

where social media and the mobile phone network can enable 

literally millions of people to access the healing resonance. 

http://boosters4africa.com/panicebola/

Visit www.arhf.nl to read all about the work and where you 

can donate. We have set up a Gift Aid button that enables the 

income tax of UK donors to be recovered and added to the 

donation. 

“Thanks for developing a great program and putting 

together the Powerpoint slides. The whole pack made it 

very easy to present”

Lesley Greig, Adv.Dip.Hom., BHSc (Comp Med, AHA, ATMS)
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Do the best you can until you know better. 

Then when you know better, do better.

Maya Angelou
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Orion Navigator Series
Mike Bridger is a homeopath with 

over 20 years experience teaching 

at colleges in England, Ireland and 

Finland. In these two CDs, Mike 

shows how it is possible to view 

treatment as a process moving 

through a number of remedies 

rather than always searching for 

a single one. A very useful tool 

for understanding a case and 

predicting where it may go.

Energetic Homeopathic CDs
In this series of CDs, Lee Pollack, homeopath and energy healer, 

explores the chakra system with specific reference to homeopathy. 

Each CD focuses on a different chakra, examining its energetic 

significance and how disturbance might be expressed as physical, 

mental and emotional influences on the patient. She provides 

insight into a number of unusual remedies relating to each chakra. 

Set of 8 Chakra CDs  CSET £88.27

Set of 8 Chakra CDs + Meditation CD  CSETM £99.31

Base Chakra Workshop 
BASE  £12.26
The Base Chakra is where we begin our 

journey. It represents our roots, our 

structure, our foundation. Remedies 

covered: Black Obsidian, Clay, Copper 

Beech, Oak and Yellow. 

Sacral Chakra Workshop 
SACR  £12.26
In the Sacral Chakra we learn about 

ourselves through relating to others and 

our relationships to food, sex and money. 

Remedies covered: Moonstone, Sea Holly 

and Tiger’s Eye. 

Solar Plexus Chakra Workshop

SOLAR  £12.26
The Solar Plexus Chakra examines our 

relationships to ourselves, our sense of 

power, worth and self-esteem. Remedies 

covered: Bayleaf, Red and Ruby.

Heart Chakra Workshop

HEART  £12.26
The Heart Chakra is the centre of love, 

compassion and forgiveness and is 

the most commonly blocked area in 

people today. Remedies covered: Green, 

Emerald, Rose Quartz and Rhodocrosite. 

Thymus Chakra Workshop

THYM  £12.26
Not included in the traditional 7 chakras, 

the Thymus Chakra is the overspill from 

the heart. It contains our deepest grief and 

also covers the immune system. Remedies 

covered: Ayahausca, Chalice Well, Jet and 

Thymus Gland.

Throat Chakra Workshop 
THRO  £12.26
The Throat Chakra represents our point of 

choice, located midway between the head 

and the heart. Positive use of the throat 

helps us to express our true nature and 

to listen. Remedies covered: Blue, Jacobs 

Ladder essence and Turquoise.

Brow Chakra Workshop CD

BROW  £12.26
The Brow Chakra is known as ‘the third eye’. 

It is the seat of our intuition, where we learn 

to hear messages from higher energy levels. 

Remedies covered: Mistletoe, Moldavite, 

Sequoia, Sycamore Seed and Willow.

Crown Chakra Workshop CD

CROWN  £12.26
The Crown Chakra is our connection 

with Source, the point from which 

we came and to which we will return. 

Remedies covered: Amethyst, Goldfish, 

Purple and Sandalwood.

DISCOUNT: Chakra CDs
10% when you buy the full set. (Order code CSET or CSETM)

Inner Treasure Chakra 
Meditation

MEDI  £12.26
8 meditations to help you get in touch 

with the 7 chakras plus the Thymus.

Orion Navigator Series Part 1   ORION1  £22.47

Mike Bridger  
Part 1 of the series includes:

A)  Introduction to case and remedy mapping

B)  Relationship of remedies: acute/chronic (part 1)

C)  Active miasms                               

D)  Phosphorous – a remedy map     

E)  Nosodes, aggravations and repetition  

F)  Disease as conflict

Orion Navigator Series Part 2   ORION2  £22.47
Part 2 of the series includes:

A)  Relationship of remedies: acute/chronic (part 2)

B)  Heart Therapeutics including: Digitalis, Cactus, Naja, Spartium,  

Arsenicum, Lactrodectus, Antimonium tartaricum, Laurocerasus

C)  Thuja: Map and related remedies including: Medorrhinum, Carcinosin, 

Tuberculinum, Arsenicum, Anacardium, Pulsatilla, Cannabis

Free delivery on all orders over £25
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Practice Posters Informative and colourful, these posters are 
guaranteed to catch your eye. Whether it’s your waiting 
room, practice room, or hallway, brighten up your 
practice with one or more of these lovely designs.

Emergencies

EMP £9.77 420 x 594mm  

(including hangers) 

EMPL £14.88  

(including hangers and laminated) 

Details remedies to use in emergency 

situations such as bites, injuries, 

toothache etc.

First Aid

FAP £10.33 840 x 594mm 

(including hangers) 

FAPL £20.49 

(including hangers and laminated) 

Covers 20 remedies, each with 

a paragraph on its distinctive 

characteristics and a list of 

indications for First Aid use.

Flowers of the Homeopathic 
Materia Medica

FP £11.22 520 x 720mm 

(including hangers) 

FPL £17.35 

(including hangers and laminated) 

Covers 14 botanical remedies, each 

with a brief text describing its place 

in folklore and its homeopathic use.

The Homeopathic Bouquet

HBP £9.99  660 x 470mm  

LIMITED EDITION print depicting flowers 

of the Materia Medica. 

1000 copies only, signed by the artist. 

The original watercolour painting was 

donated to the Blackie Foundation Trust. 

Each print has been produced to the Fine 

Art Trade Guild’s standard.

The Healing Herbs of Edward Bach

HHP £11.59  840 x 594mm  

(including hangers) 

HHPL £21.76  
(including hangers and laminated) 

Contains a wealth of information to 

enable selection and administration of 

the appropriate remedy.

DISCOUNT: 
5% on 4+ posters     

10% on 20+ posters

“If you believe that something is 

good, and you do it, it benefits 

you. If you believe that something 

is bad, and you do it, it is a very 

detrimental experience.”                 

Abraham

“Don’t change so people will like 

you. Be yourself and the right 

people will love you.”

        www.facebook.com/BeginWithin

tel: 01263 588788 | hsconline.co.uk
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How to order
Telephone: 01263 588 788 Monday – Friday, 09.30 – 

16.30 (answerphone outside of business hours). If you 

are paying by credit/debit card, please have your card 

details ready. 

Internet: Place your order anytime at hsconline.

co.uk. Secure card payments and PayPal accepted.

Email: orders@hsconline.co.uk 

Post: HSC The Homeopathic Supply Company, The 

Street, Bodham, Holt, Norfolk NR25 6AD, UK.

Something many of you enjoy when ordering is a 

randomly chosen quote from ‘A Course in Miracles’. 

Simply ask for a number between 1-218 when placing 

your order and we’ll include the chosen quote with 

your goods. You’ll be astonished at the aptness of the 

words!

Postage costs
UK: Within the UK, 48hr delivery is FREE for invoices 

over £25, except to the following locations: Highlands 

and Islands & Northern Ireland postcodes IV, HS, 

KA27-28, KW, PA20-49, PA60-78, BT, PH17-26, PH30-

44, PH49-50, TR21-25, ZE, IM (£7.70 for 48hr and £15 

for 24hr parcel delivery). For invoices below £25 there 

is a £2.99 small order charge.

International: For telephone/post/email orders, 

postage is charged at cost – we are happy to quote 

costs prior to confirmation of an order. Web orders will 

automatically incur a set price based on destination 

and weight.

Delivery times
All orders received by 2pm will be dispatched the same 

day. Please allow 48hrs for delivery. 24hr delivery is 

available at an extra cost.

Ordering and Delivery

Pricing and availability
All prices are correct at time of going to print.  

Whilst we endeavour to maintain these prices, they 

are subject to change without notice if required. All 

goods are subject to availability. All prices include 

VAT where applicable. For customers outside the EEC, 

VAT will be deducted.

Receipt and satisfaction 
guarantee
Your invoice is your proof of purchase. If you are in 

any way dissatisfied with your order, you have up 

to 14 days to request a refund or replace depending 

on your preference. Please note that where sizes 

are given, they are for reference only and actual 

dimensions of products should be checked at time of 

ordering if required.

Making payment
Payment can be made by debit/credit card. Please 

ensure that we have the correct billing address, card 

number, expiry date, valid from date, issue number 

(if there is one), and the last three digits of the 

security code on the back of the card. We also accept 

payment via PayPal. Cheques, made payable to HSC, 

will be accepted by arrangement.

Discounts
Please refer to relevant pages of the catalogue.  

We are always happy to quote for larger orders. If you 

are studying with a recognised homeopathy college, 

you are entitled to a 5% discount on most non-

discounted products. Please request when placing 

your order.

“It is inevitable that some defeat will enter even 

the most victorious life. The human spirit is never 

finished when it is defeated - it is finished when it 

surrenders.”                 

Ben Stein

Free delivery on all orders over £25



The Homeopathic Supply Company

The Street, Bodham, Holt, Norfolk, NR25 6AD

Tel: 01263 588 788      

Email: orders@hsconline.co.uk

www.facebook.com/hsconline

twitter.com/hsconlineUK

www.hsconline.co.uk


